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Introduction 

[ l ]  In 2009 t l~e  plaintiff Lysette du Claire was einployed as a solicitor in the 

Litigation Management Unit of the Inla~ld Revenue Department. The first defendant, 

Matthew Palmer, was the Deputy Solicitor-General at the Crown Law Office. On 

thee  occasioils between 13 May 2009 and 25 August 2009, Dr Paliner 

co~nmunicated to the Inland Revenue Department concerns that he had about 

Miss du Claire's actions as solicitor in an Inlaild Revenue Department proceeding in 

wlzicl~ Crown Law was involved. He was critical of her, and set out proposed steps 

that would be taken by Crown Law in dealing with her in future. 

[2] Miss du Claire now sues Dr Palmer and the Crow11 Law Office clai~ning that 

Dr Paliner's communicatio~ls were defamatory and that his actions constituted 

inisfeasance in a public office. 

Background 

[3] The events that led to the coilvnunications that are the subject of this 

proceeding began in 2002, when the Serious Fraud Office ("the SFO") issued two 

inutual legal assistance requests to the Attorney-General for the Bailiwick of Jersey. 

The requests coilcerned documents that could help the SF0  in ail iilvestigation and 

prosecution. The SFO, though its director in forinal written requests for assistance, 

provided an undei-talting to the Attorney-General for the Bailiwick not to use the 

documents for any use other than tlle matter the S F 0  was pursuing, and that after the 

SF0 criminal investigation and any prosecution was completed, the documeilts 

would be returned. A confirmation was given that the purpose of the investigation 

for which the docunlents were sought was not the collection of tax. 

First cause of action 

[4] The SF0  in due course received a number of documellts from Jersey ("the 

Jersey documents"). It proceeded to use the documents in its prosecution which, for 

confidentiality reasons, will be called "the R v D proceedings". 



[5] 011 30 January 2004 in an unwitting breach of the undertaltiilgs the SF0 

disclosed the Jersey documents to the In la~~d  Revenue Departnient (("the IRD"). The 

material was then used by the IRD in civil litigation relating to the tax affairs of a 

number of taxpayers. In all the material before me it is stated and not contested that 

the IRD received and used the documents in good fait11 and was not aware of the 

terms of the undertalting or confis~nation. 

[6] On l 4  March 2008 the IRD was granted leave to search and copy documents 

in the court file of tlie R v D prosecution in which documents covered by the 

undertalting had been used. It wished to use the Jersey material in a tax proceeding 

wl~icll, for confidentiality reasons, will be called X v C. However, shortly after leave 

to search t l~e  file was granted, the IRD was inforined by the SF0  of the existence of 

the Jersey undertalting for the first time. 

[7] Following the realisation that such an undertalting existed, the SF0 and the 

IRD differed as to how the Jersey documents should be dealt wit11 in relation to the 

X v C proceedings. The SF0 considered that the IRD had received the docu~neilts on 

the same conditions as the SF0 and should stop using the Jersey documents. The 

IRD on the other hand took the view that, given that the documents had already been 

used, the discovery obligation that now arose to disclose tliem, and the IRD's 

obligation to collect revenue, it was entitled and indeed obliged to continue using the 

Jersey doculnents in the tax proceedings. 

[8] Mr Harry Ebersohl was the lead counsel at Crown Law, representing the 

Commissioner of Inland Revenue ("the Commissioner") in the X v C proceedings. 

Miss du Claire was worlting as an IRD solicitor on the case. Mr Ebersohn explained 

in his evidence that Crown Law relies heavily on the assistance of the IRD7s 

Litigation Management Unit ("LMU") solicitors in discovery. He dealt extensively 

with Miss du Claire in relation to the proceeding and to the issue of discovery. 

Miss du Claire was strongly of the view that the documents should be used by the 

IRD and discovered without claiming privilege, as 'the horse had well and tmly 

bolted. She took the view that the IRD was the client and had the ultimate say in 

what should happen in the proceedings. She saw the Crown Law Office as being in 

the position of a private law firm that is duty bound to follow a client's instructions. 



[9] Miss du Claire had initially talten the view that Mr Ebersohn should not 

express ail opinion on the discoverability of the Jersey docunlents. Mr Ebersolu~ 

indicated in his evidence that he found it difficult to deal with Miss du Claire on the 

issue as she had a very fixed view and disliked the idea of Crown Law dictating to 

her. 

[l01 Mr Ebersolm formed the view that the IRD's prospects of success in the 

Xv C proceedings were strong, irrespective of whetl~er the Jersey docuinents were 

used. The SF0 maintained its strong view that the Jersey documents should not be 

used. In the end, to resolve the impasse, on 5 Deceinber 2008 the IRD and the SF0 

agreed jointly to seek formal advice froin the Crown Law Office as to how the Jersey 

docuinents sl~ould be treated. The request for advice made it clear that the advice 

would be relevant to litigation against a taxpayer (ill the X v C proceedings). 

[ l  l ]  The draft advice in response of Crow11 Law was initially prepared by the 

teain leader of the tax and commercial teain at Crown Law, with assistance froin an 

associate Crown counsel. A first draft was prepared on 24 December 2008. It was 

provided to Dr Palmer for review, as he was to sign the advice. 

[l21 Dr Palmer considered and worlced on the draft advice on 24 Deceinber 2008 

and on 12 January 2009. On 13 January 2009 he sent a copy of a draft letter of 

advice to the Director of the SFO, Mr Grant Liddell, and the Director of the LMU, 

MS Karen Whitisltie. A copy was also sent to MS Carolyn Tremain, the Deputy 

Commissioner at the IRD. 

[l31 The draft advice was detailed. It stated in essence that the undertalting 

applied and the docuineilts were "protected" and should not be used by the IRD in 

proceedings. Steps should be talten to seal the SF0  prosecutioil file R v D, rescind 

the order allowing the IRD access to the court file, and return the docuinents to the 

SFO. Once that had happened, the position should be reported to the Jersey 

authority. 

[l41 Provision of the advice in draft was to allow for comments and feedback, in 

accordance with Crown Law practice. Dr Palmer requested a quick response as 



discovery was due in the X v C proceedings 011 30 January 2009. It would be 

necessary to categorise the Jersey documents as either privileged or non-privileged 

in the list of documents. Although this was not explicitly stated in the first draft, the 

consequence of Dr Palmer's advice, if accepted, was that the Jersey docunlents 

would be listed as privileged. 

[l51 The discovery deadline was then extended to 16 March 2009. On 

23 February 2009 the IRD provided a detailed l l-page response to the Crown Law 

draft. This response dated 22 Jaiiuary 2009 was prepared and signed by Miss du 

Claire and another solicitor at the IRD. It set out in detail an argument that there was 

no proper basis not to use the docuinei~ts in proceedings. In the conclusion it was 

observed that the fundamental premise of the draft opinion was flawed. Miss du 

Claire and her co-author did not consider that there was any "proper basis to coilceal 

these documents". 

[ l  61 On 9 March 2009 two senior IRD officers, MS Tremain and Mr Ross Viclcery 

(the acting Director of the LMU), met with Dr Palmer and associate Crown counsel 

to discuss the first draft. Dr Paliner was under the impression that, as a consequence 

of that meeting, it was agreed that the Jersey documents would be treated as 

confidential and listed as privileged or subject to public interest iinmunity in the 

discovery list in the X v C proceeding, unless and until Crown Law's understanding 

of that position changed. However, on 11 March 2009, Mr Viclcery sent an e-mail to 

Dr Palmer indicatiilg that there was no agreement at that point about wliich 

docuinents would be disclosed or withheld in discovery. On the same day there was 

an exchange between Miss du Claire and Mr Ebersohn in which Mr Ebersohn 

indicated that privilege should be claimed for the Jersey documents. 

[l71 Dr Paliner considered the matter further with associate Crown counsel and 

the leader of the tax and coiimercial team. On Friday 13 March 2009 he sent an 

e-mail to Mr Viclcery, copying MS Tremain and other Crown Law staff, stating that 

Crown Law was revising its initial opinion and that the revised opi~lion would be 

provided on Monday 16 March 2009. It was stated that Crown Law had not changed 

its view as to how the documents would be categorised in the discovery list to be 

filed on 16 March 2009. Dr Paliner recorded that, given that Crown Law's view had 



not changed, discovery in X v C would be inanaged in accordance with the Crown 

Law advice. 

[ l  81 It was for the IRD to prepare a draft list of documents. On 16 March 2009 a 

list of documents was sent in draft to Crown Law. It was finalised aild sworn by the 

IRD and filed in the High Court on that day. The events surrounding the provision 

of the list of documents will be considered in detail Iater in this judgment. In 

accordance wit11 the Crown Law advice, the Jersey documents were listed in Part 3 

as "privileged". But there were also some documents that were not Jersey 

documents, and would not have been privileged for any other reason, listed in Pal? 3. 

[l91 On 16 March 2009 Dr Paliner sent his final advice to the IRD which, as he 

had indicated 011 13 March 2009, had not changed i11 substance froin the first draft. 

However, the advice was somewhat expanded, dealing with the points that had been 

made by the IRD and the issue of privilege. It reco~nmended that privilege be 

claimed for the Jersey documents. It was received after the affidavit of docuinents 

was filed. 

[20] On 30 April 2009 in accordai~ce with the Crowll Law opinion, the SF0 filed a 

inemoranduin in the R v D proceeding advising the court and the paities of the Jersey 

undertalcing, stating that steps were being talten to "prevent further use and 

disclosure". It was requested that the coui-t file be sealed. In the meantime, little 

happened for several months on the X v C proceedings as the taxpayer prepared its 

list of documents. 

[21] Then, by e-mail to Mr Ebersohn and Crown Law on 4 May 2009, Miss du 

Claire queried how the Jersey documents would be dealt with as a matter of 

practicality in relation to the plaintiff's discovely. This led to members of the legal 

teain at Crown Law having a closer look at the list. It was at that point noted that 

there were documents listed in Pait 3 that were not Jersey documeilts and not 

privileged. 

[22] On 5 May 2009, Mr Ebersohn wrote to Miss du Claire pointing out that a 

number of the documents listed as privileged in Part 3 would not have been given to 



the SF0  by the Jersey authorities. He aslted whether she was certain that the 

documents listed were provided under the Jersey undertalting or whether they should 

not have been listed in that part. Miss du Claire responded by an e-mail on the same 

day. These circumstances will be traversed in greater detail later in this judgment. 

[23] On 6 May 2009 Mr Ebersohn wrote back to Miss du Claire recording that the 

inclusion of 11011-privileged documents in Past 3 had not been noted by Crown Law 

in the timefraine available, and that the list represented a "rather robotic attempt" to 

create a new list. 

[24] Dr Pallner was alerted to there being a problem with discovery in the X v C 

proceediilg and inet with inembers of his legal team on 6 May 2009. He formed the 

view that Miss du Claire had listed publicly available docuineilts that were expressed 

to be "confidential on the Solicitor-General's advice" in the privileged section in the 

list of documents. He coilsidered that this was a deliberate action on Miss du 

Claire's part and that her actioils were an attempt to undermine the Crown Law 

advice. 

[25] A letter to the IRD raising concerns about Miss du Claire's conduct was 

drafted by members of his legal team. Dr Palmer reviewed it and made some 

changes. Further worlt was done within Crowii Law. On Monday 11 May 2009, 

Dr Paliner aslted for and received comments on the letter as redrafted by him. 

Dr Paliner rang Mr Vicltery oil 12 May 2009 to meiltioil that the letter was coming 

and indicated what it contained. The letter setting out the concerns about Miss du 

Claire's actions was then sent on 13 May 2009. 

[26] It is this letter that is the subject of the first defamation cause of action. The 

letter and the background leading to it will be discussed in inore detail in due course. 

Amongst the statements in it was a statement tliat Dr Palmer colisidered that Miss du 

Claire had deliberately sought to undermine advice with which she did not agree. 

Dr Pallner stated that he no longer had sufficient trust and confidence that Miss du 

Claire would act in the best interests of the Crown in her interactions with the Crown 

Law Office. He stated his expectation that neither he nor any other counsel in the 

tax and coinmercial team would be required to worlt with her again. 



Second cause of action 

[27] On 12 May 2009 following the 30 April 2009 ineinorandum in the SFO's 

R v D proceedings orders had been made by Priestley J sealing the court file. The 

Judge had also ordered that the IRD destroy the privileged documents. This had not 

been sought and the order disconcerted Crown Law and the IRD. Mr Vicltery at the 

IRD aslted Miss du Claire to obtain a copy of the ininute recording the order. 

[28] 011 14 May 2009 Miss du Claire wrote to the High Court Registry in relation 

to R v D without reference to or advice from Crown Law, aslting whether the Court 

would issue a formal minute. She advised that the documents were being used in 

existing civil proceedings and in the proposed criminal prosecution, and made 

certain statements. The e-mail is considered later in this judgment. 011 15 May 2009 

Priestley J issued a minute ordering counsel for the IRD and the SF0 to appear 

before bin,  noting that it was a serious issue if the SF0 had breached its undertaltiilg 

and the IRD was using the documents that the u~lde~talting had been designed to 

protect. He required personal appearances rather than a telephoile conference. 

[29] The minute of Priestley J was brought to the attention of Dr Palmer on 

Monday 18 May 2009. Dr Paliner was concerned about the Judge's reaction, and 

Miss du Claire's conduct in seilding the letter. He regarded the situation as serious 

and consulted with the Solicitor-General as to what should be done. 

[30] On 18 May 2009 Dr Palmer wrote to MS Tremain and another IRD solicitor, 

Mr Michael Cook, who was Miss du Claire's manager at the IRD at the time. 

Dr Palmer's letter set out the sequence of events leading up to Miss du Claire 

sending the e-mail to the Court in relation to R v D as he understood it, and aslted for 

inunediate advice as to whether the statements in his letter were correct. He set out a 

proposed course of action. There was then a discussion between Dr Palnier, 

MS Tremain and Mr Cook. Dr Palmer sent a separate e-mail on the sanle day 

iilsisting that his expectation that he and counsel in the tax and commercial team 

would not be required to work with Miss du Claire again be implemented that 

afternoon. 



[3 l ]  The first of these e-mails of 18 May 2009 is the subject of the second cause 

of action and defamation. 

Third cause of action 

[32] Following the receipt of Dr Paliner's coinplaiilts the IRD appoiilted Mr Cool< 

to investigate Miss du Claire's actions. Mr Cook investigated the coinplaiilts over 

the next two months. On 6 August 2009 Mr Cook sent to Dr Palmer a suminary of 

his conclusions following his iilvestigation of what l ~ e  saw as four specific claims 

against Miss du Claire. The repoi-t was mildly critical of certain of Miss du Claire's 

actions, but found that none of Dr Palmer's allegatiolis had been substantiated. 

Mr Cook concluded that, in relation to the uiifouilded claim of privilege in the X v C 

proceeding, Miss du Claire did not act deliberately in inaccurately recordiilg the 

view of the Solicitor-General, or try to embanass him or his office. 

[33] In a letter of response of 25 August 2009 Dr Palmer stated that he contiilued 

to hold significant concerns about Miss du Claire's actions. However, he was willing 

to facilitate an opportunity for Miss du Claire to deinoilstrate that she was willing to 

work co-operatively and constructively with the Crown and its best interests. 

Dr Palmer indicated that if agreement could be reached on cei-tain issues, he would 

be prepared to agree to Miss du Claire worlting directly with Crowii counsel on 

specified cases on a trial basis. He proposed other conditioiis and concluded by 

stating that he was willing to discuss matters further and to agree on a coilstructive 

set of arrangeineilts in tlze collective interests of Miss du Claire, the IRD and the 

Crown. This letter is the basis for the third cause of action. 

Subsequent events 

[34] The IRD, in a letter to Miss du Claire on 15 September 2009, set out certain 

requiremeilts for Miss du Claire to improve and develop her relationship with Crown 

Law. In a letter dated 16 September 2009 to Mr Bill Acton, the Litigation Manager 

of the LMU, Miss du Claire agreed to those requiremeiits, and noted various work 

arrangemeilts that were to be made. However, by a letter of the same date she wrote 

to Mr Acton referring to Dr Palmer's "unreasonable demands" and addressing other 



elnployn~ent issues. There were then further exchanges between Miss du Claire and 

her superiors at the IRD concerning her employment. 

[35] On 28 September 2009 MS Whitisltie wrote to Miss du Claire noting a11 

ongoing unwillingness to accept and take responsibility for identified performance 

issues. A number of critical comments were made and Miss du Claire was 

effectively given a warning. A further letter was sent by MS Whitisltie on 28 October 

2009 indicating serious concerns about Miss du Claire's performance in her job. A 

further letter was sent referring to the "rapid deterioration" of the employment 

relationship on 4 November 2009. 

[36] On 13 November 2009 a letter was sent by MS Whitislcie to Miss du Claire's 

lawyers advising that the IRD was terminating Miss du Claire's employmelit 

relationship on the grounds of incompatibility and irreparable loss of trust and 

confidence. There followed employment proceedings, which were settled. In due 

course Miss du Claire issued these proceedings against Dr Palmer and the Solicitor- 

General. 

Approach to the issues 

[37] Miss du Claire and the defendants have each filed submissions in excess of 

100 pages. Miss du Claire appeared for herself. Mr McClellaiid and MS Jagose 

appeared for both defendants. Many issues were raised. This judgment will focus 

on the pleaded causes of action and defences and those parts of the evidence and 

submissions that are relevant to them. 

[38] Given that Dr Palmer's e-mails and actions were driven by his reaction to 

Miss du Claire's role in preparing the affidavit of documents, the events surrounding 

the preparation of that affidavit and Miss du Claire's role require particular attention. 



First cause of action: the 13 May 2009 letter 

[39] This first letter of complaint about Miss d u  Claire was sent by Crown Law 

and signed by Dr Palmer. It was addressed to MS Tremain. It is necessary to set out 

the full letter: 

Dear Carolyn 

Ilnplenlentation of advice on disclosure and use of inforlnation 
Our Ref: m 0 3  51260 1 

1. The purpose of this letter is to raise with you concerns that I have over 
actions of Inland Revenue ("R") subsequeilt to my advice dated 
16 March 2009 (given jointly to IR and the Serious Fraud Office) in 
relation to the above matter. 

2. As detailed in the attached annex IR officials prepased and swore, on 
behalf of the Colnmissioner of Inland Revenue, an affidavit for filing in 
court that fails properly to implement my advice, could be seen to 
underlnine that advice, and appears to have been designed to einbarrass 
the Solicitor-General. 

3.  I consider that this is a serious matter. A new (replacement) affidavit 
will need to be prepared, at soine cost to IR, and an explanation 
provided to opposing counsel. This will be managed by this Office with 
IR assistance where appropriate. 

4. I do not believe this problem reflects the intentions of IR. Rathel; it 
appears to be the result of the attitudes and actions of one IR official, 
MS Lysette du Claire. It is unfoi-tunate that her actions have caused 
unnecessaiy einbarrasslnent to the Solicitor-General and unnecessary 
cost to IR. I consider that MS du Claire has deliberately sought to 
underlnine advice with which she did not agree. In so doing she has 
caused a formal court document, sworn (on oath) 011 behalf of the 
Colninissioner and for which Crown Counsel are responsible, 
inaccurately to record the view of the Solicitor-General in such a way as 
to cause elnbarrassinent to hiin and this Office. 

5. I ain aware that one Deputy Solicitor-General has already indicated that 
she is no longer prepared to work with MS du Claire. Similarly, I 110 
longer have sufficient trust and confidence that MS du Claire will act in 
the best interests of the Crown in her interactions with this Office. I 
therefore record lny expectation that neither I nor any counsel in the Tax 
and Coinlnercial teain will be required to work with her again. 

6. You inay wish to take iny views of MS du Claire's actions into account 
in any perfornlance management process that inay eventuate. If, 
contrary to my understanding, it transpires that her actions have been 
authorised at a higher level within IR, I would appreciate the 
oppoi-tuility to discuss this inatter further. 

Yours sincerely 



Dr Matthew S R Pallner 
Deputy Solicitor-General (Public Law) 

There is an appendix attached to the letter which mainly sets out the facts in detail. 

That appendix is attached as Amexure 1 to this judgment. 

[40] The pleading focuses on the letter. Miss du Claire asserts that the following 

statemel~ts in particular were defamatory and untrue: 

46.1 Paragraph 2 of the letter of 13 May 2009, illcluding the "attached 
annex"; 

46.2 Paragraph 4 of the letter of 13 May 2009 and in particular the words 
"I collsider that MS du Claire has deliberately sought to uilder~niile 
advice with which she did not agree. In doing so she has caused a 
formal court document, sworn (on oath) on behalf of the 
Coinlnissioner and for which Crow~l Counsel are responsible, 
inaccurately to record the view of the Solicitor-General in such a 
way as to cause elnbarrasslne~lt to him and this Office."; and 

46.3 Paragraph 5 of the letter of 13 May 2009 and in particulas the words 
"I no loilger have trust and sufficiellt trust and collfidetlce that MS du 
Claire will act in the best interests of the Crown in her interactions 
with this Office." 

[4 l] In her amended notice of particulars of defamatory meanings of l l July 20 1 I ,  

Miss du Claire pleaded a number of defamatory meanings in relation to the letter and 

appendix. 

[42] In a defamation claim the plaintiff must prove that the statements complained 

of have been published to someone other than the plaintiff or the defendant, identify 

the plaintiff, and are defainatory. If these three elements are proven the onus shifts 

to the defendant to raise any affirmative defence of honest opinion1 or qualified 

privilege. 2 

[43] Unfortunately the plaiiltiff's pleadings, including the amended notice of 

particulars of defamatory meanings dated 1 l July 201 1, state assertions baldly 

without explanation and confuse the identifying of defamatory material with the 

identifying of those parts of the challenged cormnunications which are alleged to be 

' Defamation Act 1992, s 10. 
Brooh V Muldoon [l 9731 1 NZLR 1 (SC) at 7. 



factually incorrect. Indeed, the particulars of defamatory meanii~g are, in fact, more 

a submission on the facts. 

[44] I accept the submission on the part of the defendants in their openiilg that the 

defamatory meanings the plaintiff alleges can be summarised as follows: 

17.1 The allegedly defa~nato~y statements identified (paragraph 46, 
amended statelnent of claim) "attribute base motives" to the plaintiE 
paragraph 48a, amended stateinent of claiin; 

17.2 That the plaintiff colnrnitted the criininal offence of procuring perjury: 
paragraph 48c, amended statelneilt of claiin, and paragraph 4.19, 
amended notice of defainatory meanings; 

17.3 That the plaintiff acted unethically: paragraph 48d, amended statement 
of claiin; 

17.4 That the plaintiff, a Crown servant, acted contsa~y to the Crown's 
interests, contrary to her obligations: paragraph 48e, amended 
stateinent of claiin; 

17.5 That the plaintiff concealed relevant infor~natioil from Crown Law: 
paragraph 4.10, amended notice of defamatory meanings; 

17.6 That the plaintiff knowingly iinproperly applied and iinplelnented the 
advice: paragraph 4.11, 4.12, 4.15 and 4.16 amended notice of 
defamatory meanings; 

17.7 That the plaintiff inte~ltionally limited the time available to CSOWIJ 
Law to review the affidavit to be filed by [the RD] in the [X v R] 
proceeding: paragraph 4.13, amended notice of defainatory meanings. 

17.8 That the plaintiff, with i~nproper motive, did not follow Dr Palmer's 
advice; 

17.9 That the plaintiff was responsible for ''everything that occurred" and 
"was up to malice or mischief": paragraph 4.20, amended notice of 
defainatory meanings. 

[45] I did not receive from Miss du Claire a submission as to her view of this 

summary of actual defamatory meanings, or any analysis of the meanings in 

submissions. The defendants accept that the cornmullications are capable of bearing 

a defamatory meaning. Some of Miss du Claire's alleged defamatory meanings were 

iinpossible to relate to the words used by Dr Palmer. The test to be applied when 

assessing the meaning of words and their ordinary natural meaning is objective. 



Under the circumstailces in which the words were published, what would the 

ordinary reasonable person understand by them?3 

[46] The defenda~lts have not contested that the letter was about Miss du Claire 

and was published. Instead, they have focussed their submissions on two affirmative 

defences that are raised. 

[47] These two affirmative defences are honest opinion and privilege. It is 

necessary to coilsider these affirmative defences. 

Honest opinion 

[48] The defence previously lmown as fair comment on a matter of public interest 

is now called the defence of honest opinion under s 9 of the Defamation Act 1992. 

Section lO(1) of the Defamation Act provides that a defence of honest opinion will 

fail unless the words are a genuine expression of opinion. The defendant must sl~ow 

that the defamatory words were an expressioil of opinion, not an imputation of fact4 

The oilus is on the defendant to show that ally defamatory meaning was conveyed by 

the writer or speaker as a comment or opinion and not fact.5 The opinion must be 

based on facts that are true or not materially different to the truth, and there must be 

some indication of the facts on which the comment is made.6 

Are the statements of opinion and not fact? 

[49] It is the overall presentation of the words that is crucial in determining 

whether or not a statement is an expression of opinion. As was observed by the 

Court of Appeal in Mitchell v ~ ~ r o t t : ~  

. . . So~netiines it is not easy to distinguish fact from coinilleilt on fact. If that 
callnot be done, the words are not protected by the honest opinion defence. 
Soinetiines words Inay in isolatioil appear to be stating a fact, but when read 
in coiltext are properly ullderstood to be drawing a conclusioil fronl facts 
which have also been stated or indicated by the author or which would have 

New Zealand Magazines Ltd v Hadley (No 2) [2005] NZAR 62 1 (CA). 
Mitchell v Sprott L20021 I NZLR 766 (CA) at [17]. 

5 Ibid; Television New Zealand Ltd v Haines [2006] 2 NZLR 433 (CA) at [92]. 
6 Mitchell v Sprott, above n 4, at [22]-[23]; Kemsley v Foot [l9521 AC 345 (HL) at 357-358. 

At[17]. 



been lu~own to the person to whoin the words were addressed. They can then 
be seen to be in the ~lature of a colnlnellt or expressioii of opiliion based on 
those facts. The persoii who hears or reads the words can recognise them as 
an opiliioil which he or she can evaluate on the basis of the stated or luiown 
facts. 

[50] Dr Palmer's letter of 13 May 2009 begins by stating that its purpose was to 

raise "concerns that I have" over IRD's actions subsequent to the 16 March 2009 

advice. This immediately sets the scene for what could be expected to be an 

expression of the writer's view, rather than a statement of fact. 

[51] The language in the letter that follows is all consistent with the letter as a 

whole being an expression of opinion. It is juxtaposed to the appendix where the 

facts are set out. The introductory complaint at paragraph 2 states that the filing of 

the affidavit of docuinents in X v C "could be seen" as uilderinining the advice. 

Dr Palmer does "not believe" this reflected the intentions of the IRD, and Miss du 

Claire is identified as being the person whose actions are in question. Dr Palmer 

used the words "I consider" to qualify his statement that Miss du Claire deliberately 

sought to undermine advice with which she did not agree and, in doing so, caused 

embarrassment to the Solicitor-General. He states that "I an aware" that another 

Deputy Solicitor-General had indicated she was not prepared to work with Miss du 

Claire and that "similarly" he no longer had sufficient trust and confidence in her. 

He refers to his "expectation" that she will not work with him or his team, and 

concludes by stating that the IRD inight "wish to take my views" of her actions into 

account. He adds that if it turned out that her actions had been authorised at a higher 

level, he would appreciate the oppostunity to discuss the matter further. The use of 

personal pronouns, and the verbs and nouns which express a personal position, are 

all the language of opinion. His conclusion is effectively stated to be open to 

correction. 

[52] The appendix deals largely with matters of fact, although on occasions there 

are expressions of opinion. It is stateds that Crown Law does not accept the 

accuracy of Miss du Claire's state~nents of response and that her views are "simply 

not tenable". The appendix at the end reiterates the view that Miss du Claire had 

deliberately sought to undermine advice with which she did not agree and caused an 



inaccurate affidavit of documents to be filed in a way to cause embarrassment to the 

Solicitor-General and his office. Other phases such as "however it has become 

apparent",g "it is arguableA0 and "it is now apparentn" all indicate opinion, and 

reflect the opinioils in the letter itself. 

[53] I an1 entirely satisfied on any overview that the pleaded defamatory 

statements are statements of opinion. 

Are the statements based on facts that are true or not materially different from 
the truth? 

[54] If the words complained of are found to be an opinion, the defendant must 

next be able to point to the existence of facts upon which the opinion is based, and 

those facts must be proven to be tme or not materially different from the truth.12 The 

defendant does not need to prove the truth of all the facts which are asserted in 

support of the opinion.13 

[55] Much of the background factual material that led to the expressioils of 

opinion in the letter of 13 May 2009 is set out in the appendix. Dr Palmer consulted 

with Mr Ebersolm in relation to the preparation of that appendix. Mr Ebersolm gave 

evidence and'was cross-examined by Miss du Claire. I found him to be a careful and 

convinciilg witness. He was moderate and fair in his assessment of her actions. 

[56] The core issue is whether Dr Palmer had a proper factual basis for the 

opinion he reached and expressed: that Miss du Claire was deliberately seelting to 

undermine Crown Law's position as to discovery in the way she drafted the affidavit 

of documents. In order to assess this issue it is necessary to traverse the detail of the 

preparation of the affidavit. 

At [12]. 
l 0  At [13]. 
' l  At [14]. 
12 Mitchell v Sprott, above n 4, at [22]. ' Defamation Act 1992, s l l ;  see also Mitchell v Sprott, above 11 4, at [22]; Kernsley v Foot, above 

n 6 ,  at 358. 



[57] Mr Ebersolm, as the lead Crown Law practitioner dealing with Miss du Claire 

through 2008, had experienced difficulties in dealing with her in relation to the 

discoverability of the Jersey documents. She had expressed clear views to him that 

the "horse had bolted" and that the documents should be used by the IRD despite the 

undertaking. She had iiot wanted a Crown Law opinion on the topic. He considered 

that Miss du Claire's approach was that decisions should be made by the IRD as the 

client and iiot Crown Law. She saw the IRD as separate from the rest of the Crown. 

He thought there was an emotive element in her view. He personally managed his 

relationship with Miss du Claire and avoided coilfrontation by saying to her that it 

was up to the Co~nmissioner and Solicitor-General to resolve the issue of the use of 

the Jersey docuinents. 

[58] Dr Palmer's draft advice of 13 January 2009 was tliat the IRD should no 

longer use the Jersey documents and that the SF0  should recover and retusn those 

documents to Jersey. Miss du Claire, in conjunctioil with another solicitor at the 

LMU, prepared the response dated 22 January 2009. This response was sent to her 

superiors at the IRD and in due course forwarded to Dr Palmer. That document was 

over l l pages long and contained a full analysis of the legal position. Its tone was to 

express a strong disagreement with Dr Palmer's advice. It coiicluded by stating that 

the points made raised "... doubt as to whether the Crown Law draft memo ought to 

be issued in final form" and that "... the fwldaineiital premise of the draft opinion, 

that the information is secret under the SF0 Act and such that s 41 applies, is 

actually flawed". It observes that the authors would be happy to meet with Crown 

Law to discuss the issue further, but that as matters stood they did not consider tliat 

"we have any proper basis to conceal these docuinents in the discovery list". The 

use of the word "conceal" by Miss du Claire was not justified. The IRD had 

previously disclosed the docu~neilts to the parties, and their existence would still be 

disclosed, but as privileged documents. 

[59] So Dr Palmer's consideration of Miss du Claire's actions in relation to the 

preparation and finalisation of the affidavit of docume~its must be seen against this 

background of her having already expressed extreme opposition to the IRD ceasing 

to use the Jersey documents, and Mr Ebersohn's dificulty in dealing with her on the 

topic. 



The background to the afldavit of documents 

[60] It followed from Dr Paliner's draft advice that the Jersey docuineilts were 

privileged, and that the Jersey documents should be listed in the privileged sectioil of 

the discovery affidavit of documents at Pal? 3. 

[61] Miss du Claire in her evidence did not coiltest that it was the import of 

Dr Palmer's draft advice that the Jersey documeiits were privileged, and that she 

stroilgly disagreed with it. However, she had on Friday 13 March 2009, the worlting 

day before the affidavit had to be finalised, been aslting for Dr Palmer's final advice. 

It was her position at the trial that it was open to interpret Dr Palmer's draft advice, 

and indeed his final advice, as warranting the placement in Part 3 of all the 

documents that ultimately were placed in that pal?. 

[62] On l l March 2009 Miss du Claire had sent a sample format of the affidavit of 

documents to Mr Ebersohn for his consideration. 

1631 Mr Ebersohn responded to Miss du Claire on that day saying that he was 

happy with the format. He stated that he had spolten to Dr Palmer who coilfirmed 

his uilderstandiilg that agreement had been reached between Crown Law and the 

IRD. Crown Law was to update its advice, but it was agreed that the prudeilt 

approach was: 

... to claim privilege over the documents in the discovery list pending 
confirination from the Jersey authority as to whether the undei-taking is still 
desired. All docunzents obtained+onz Jersey (whether+onz the S F 0  directly 
or through the search of the Court file in the S F 0  criminal proceeding) 
should be listed as privileged on the grounds of public interest iininunity 
(perhaps also referring to s 70 of the Evidence Act). 

(Emphasis added.) 

[64] Mr Vicltery had on that same day stated that there was no agreement as to 

what was to be disclosed at that point, and observed that Miss du Claire was in a 

position to list the documents in whichever part of the list was appropriate. 

[65] On Friday 13 March 2009 Dr Palmer wrote stating that Crown Law had not 

changed its view as to how the illformation should be presented in the discovery list 



to be filed on Monday 16 March 2009. He recorded that discovery would be 

managed in accordance with Crown Law advice. 

[66] Dr Palmer's draft opinion of 13 January 2009, which was the document 

before Miss du Claire and the subject of her concerns, contained the following 

section that Miss du Claire relied on under the general heading of "Advice": 

ADVICE 

8 Relevant statutory provisions are set out in an Appendix to this advice. 
Your letter of 5 December sets out the background to tlie disclosure of 
the documents, first to the SF0  and then to the IRD. 

9. It is understood that the docunlents at issue consist of: 

9.1 Documents disclosed by the SF0  to the IRD, being: 

9.1.1 Transcripts of SF0  interviews with [MS D]; and 

9.1.2 Docuine~lts obtained fs011-1 [MS D]; and 

9.2 Documents obtained by the IRD under the Cri~ninal Proceedings 
(Searcli of Court Records) Rules ("the CP Rules") being: 

9.2.1 The transcript of the relevant SF0 trial; and 

9.2.2 Documents forinally produced or referred to witnesses 
during that trial. 

Circu~nstances of acquisition and use by the SF0  

10. For the purposes of this advice, it is presumed that all of the docunzents 
referred to above were obtained originally by the SFOJi.om the Jersey 
authorities, some of which were provided to the IRD directly by the 
S F 0  and the rest of which were obtained by the IRD under the CP 
Rules. 

11. The docuineiits were obtained by the S F 0  following two requests to the 
Attonley General for the Bailiwick of Jersey. 

(Emphasis added.) 

[67] The conclusion at paragraph 44 was consistent with the documents not being 

disclosed or used further. 

[68] Miss du Claire argued that on the basis of paragraph 9 it was correct to list as 

privileged all the documents that were in fact listed in Part 3. Although paragraph 9 

of the letter is rather general in its wording, and I was not informed of what 



documents were formally produced or referred to witnesses during the X v D trial in 

terms of paragraph 9.2.2, paragraph 10 makes it quite clear that the documents at 

issue are those obtained originally by the "SF0 from the Jersey authorities". This is 

also confirmed by other parts of the draft opinion. In the conclusion surnnlarised at 

paragraph 4.1 it is stated: 

4.1 The d o c u ~ ~ ~ e n t s / i ~ ~ f o s ~ ~ ~ a t i o ~ ~  obtained by the SF0 fiom the Jersey 
authority are coilfidential in terms of the provisions of the Serious 
Fraud Office Act 1990 and the terms of the undei-talting and are 
protected from further disclosure by both the statutoiy provisions and 
the co~nino~l law of public interest ilninunity andlor s 70 of the 
Evidence Act 2006; 

(Emphasis added.) 

[69] The correct interpretation is clearly the interpretation placed on the opinion 

by Mr Ebersohn in his e-mail he sent to Miss du Claire of 11 March 2009 when he 

referred to the claiming of privilege in relation to "all documents obtained from 

Jersey". In the light of this and the words of the draft advice it would have been 

obvious to any reader of the opinion and the exchanges that it was only the Jersey 

documents for which privilege should be claimed, and not any other documents that 

might have been obtained froin the SF0 proceeding that were not originally obtained 

from Jersey. 

[70] Miss du Claire in her submissioils emphasised that the 16 March 2009 advice 

was not the same as the earlier advice. That is correct. The 16 March advice 

contained a whole further section which dealt with the arguments that had been 

raised by her and Mr Wallace in the 22 January 2009 memorandum, where it was 

explicitly stated that the IRD should list the doculnents as privileged in its discovery 

list on the basis of public interest immuaity, S 70 of the Evidence Act 2006 and S 36 

of the Serious Fraud Office Act 1990. Such an explicit statement had not been made 

in the draft that was available at the time Miss du Claire prepared the list of 

documents prior to the afternoon of 16 March 2009. 

[71] Nevertheless, I do not accept that Miss du Claire did not appreciate that the 

advice was only to withhold the documents actually obtained from Jersey. This, as I 

have observed, is clear from the draft advice of 13 January 2009 and was made 

explicit by Mr Ebersohn in his e-mail of 11 March 2009. That she had an 



appreciation that she was pushing Dr Palmer's advice further than its natural limits is 

confirmed by an analysis of her actions that followed. 

The afJidavit of  documents - the events of  16 March 2009 

[72] The initial draft of the list forwarded to Crown Law by the IRD on 16 March 

2009 contained the following paragraph 8: 

In Part 3 of the Schedule, I list docunwnts that Inland Revenue obtained in 
variously 2003 and 2004 fiom the Serious Fraud Ofice which had been 
obtained by that Ofice fionz Her Majesty's Attorney-General for the 
Bailiwick of Jersey in 2000. Copies of various of these same doculnellts 
were obtained from the High Court pursuant to the collsellt of the accused, 
and subject to the conditions imposed by the Court, in Priestley J's judgment 
of [R v D]. I am advised by the Solicitor-General that I must claim 
confidentiality for those documents, notwithstanding that a set has been 
previously released under the Official Jilfor~nation Act 1982 to a taxpayer to 
whorn they related. 

(Emphasis added.) 

[73] It contained the following comment in a side box: 

Comment: We haven't actually got Matthew's advice yet, we assume this is 
what he will say (from his indication on Friday). 

He is aware we need this ASAP. 

[74] Then Part 3 began with these words: 

These doculnents are listed as collfidential on the advice of the Solicitor- 
General. They are also subject to tax secrecy obligatiolls under section 8 1 of 
the Tax Adlnillistratioll Act 1994 (this will lead to third party taxpayer 
infornlation not llecessaly for these proceedings being redacted out of the 
documents). 

[75] At Part 4 it was stated: 

I )  I aln aware that I111and Revenue has rece~ltly obtained doculneilts from 
Her Majesty's Attorney-General for the Bailiwick of Jersey which inay 
include illforlnatioil of relevance to this matter. 

[76] Part 3 contained seven boxes listing transcripts of interviews with the SF0 

during 2001-2003, and the following documents: 

2 110 111 998 Accoulltillg Records Curtis McLean Ltd 



29/09/2003 Coinpally Search NZ Co~npanies Office 

05/09/2003 Coinpally Certificate NZ Colnpailies Office 

05/09/2003 A~lilual return 

13/10/2004 Affidavit Tracey Lloyd 

These documents were patently not documents obtained from the Jersey authorities. 

[77] Miss du Claire appeared to be reluctant to accept responsibility for this initial 

draft of the list of documents that was forwarded on that day. She put forward 

various possibilities. However, I have no doubt at all that she did draft that 

docu~nent. The wording relating to the Jersey documents, and in particular the 

comment that is in the box beside paragraph 8, are unrnistaltably in her style and 

expressive of her thinking about the Crown Law advice. If Miss du Claire was 

suggesting that in fact the controversial words in paragraph 8, Part 3 and Part 4 were 

prepared by persons other than herself, then I do not accept that evidence. She 

prepared them, and in particular she decided what should be listed in Part 3. 

[78] The draft list of documents was provided by the IRD at 12.56pm. The 

acco~npanying e-mail is from Miss du Claire. In that e-mail Miss du Claire stated 

that she had not received Matthew's advice so that this was drafted on the 

assumption that: 

. . .  11e will be advising us to claiin the SF0  doculnents are confidential. 
Please do ask him about that - without his advice to that effect (at this point 
ail e-mail is fine!) I would feel obliged to move them over to the "open" list 
and provide them. 

She stated "ideally we want the final version of this with [the person swearing the 

affidavit for discovery for the Commissioner] by 1.30[pm]". 

[79] The list was over 60 pages long. In the time that was left available ollly a 

quick review by Crown Law was possible. Mr Ebersohl interpreted this e-mail and 

the query about Dr Palmer's advice in the side box as an expression of irritation by 

Miss du Claire. Given the clear nature of Dr Palmer's advice, his conclusion was 

entirely warranted. 



[80] Mr Ebersohn noted immediately the words of paragraph 8. He was 

concerned about them. He was concerned that the reference to the advice of the 

Solicitor-General could be treated as a waiver of privilege. Mr Ebersolm also 

interpreted paragraph 8 as containing the implicit statement by Miss du Claire (and 

therefore the person who signed the affidavit) that Dr Paliner's advice as to the 

documents obtained from Jersey was not accepted. 

[81] Mr Ebersohn conferred with his colleagues. He had a telephone discussion 

with Miss du Claire during this process. She did not like versions of the Crown 

Law's attempted redrafts of paragraph 8 and participated in a redrafting of the final 

wording of the affidavit. Ultimately Crown Law redrafted this part of the list of 

documents so that the final version of paragraph 8 read: 

In Part 3 of the Schedule, I list relevant documents that are protected froin 
disclosure by sections 36 and 41 of the Serious Fraud Office Act andlor 
public interest immunity. 

[82] In her evidence Miss du Claire said that on the day the affidavit was 

completed she "sl~ared her concerns with Mr Ebersohn over the phone and he 

confided that she should not worry as it was not her name on the affidavit". 

Mr Ebersohn has no recollection of this exchange and I find that there was no 

exchange to that effect. 

[83] I found Mr Ebersohn's account of what happened on 16 March 2009 to be 

consistent with all the material before me and entirely convincing. In contrast, I 

found Miss du Claire's account of events confusing and at times contradictory. She 

was so irrationally passionate about how wrong Dr Palmer's advice was in relation 

to the Jersey documents, and remains so, that her recollection of events from that 

time is unreliable. 

[84] At some stage during this process early on Monday afternoon, nine items that 

had been listed in Part 3 were moved. It is not clear from the evidence who acbally 

moved them. It is possible that Mr Ebersolm aslted Miss du Claire to move them, 

having noticed that they were obviously wrongly listed, or that Miss du Claire or 

someone else in the IRD had second thoughts about them. However, the impoi-tant 

point is that the Curtis McLean Ltd accounting records, the company search, the 



company certificate, the 2003 annual return, and the affidavit of Tracey Lloyd all 

remained in the list of docuinents and were obviously on their face not privileged 

and patently could not fall under the terms of the Jersey undertaking. 

[85] I accept Mr Ebersohn's evidence that he did not turn his mind to the 

individual documents listed under the heading Part 3, and he also did not notice the 

wording stating that the docuinents were listed as confidential "on the advice of the 

Solicitor-General". I have no doubt that in the short timeframe available those 

involved at Crown Law did not notice the non-privileged docuinents that were listed 

in Part 3, or the reference to the advice of the Solicitor-General. If they had, they 

would have wanted them moved. 

[86] Thus, on an overview, looltiiig at the events relating to the filial signing of the 

list of documents on 16 March 2009: 

(a) At paragraph 8 of the original draft prepared there was a clause 

prepared by Miss du Claire that implied disagreement on the part of 

the deponent with the listing in Part 3 of the Jersey documents, and a 

reluctant acquiescence to the Solicitor-General's advice to claiin 

confidentiality. 

(b) However, what paragraph 8 does show was that Miss du Claire 

understood that in Part 3 of the schedule privilege should only be 

claiilled for those docuinents that had been "obtained by [the SF01 

from Her Majesty's Attorney-General for the Bailiwick of Jersey in 

2000". This is inconsistent with an implicit claim in her submissions 

that she misinterpreted the original draft advice as to what should be 

disclosed. 

(c) The wording was changed and a neutrally worded paragraph 8 

substituted. Also some documents that were not privileged were 

deleted from Part 3 by either Crown Law or Miss du Claire or 

someone else at the IRD, and moved. 



(d) However, other documents that were on their face neither privileged 

nor confidential remained listed in Past 3 in the affidavit that was 

executed and filed. I am satisfied that those documents had been put 

in the list by Miss du Claire. 

Miss du Claire k later statements relating to the afidavit of documents 

[87] Miss du Claire's later e-mails of 4 and 5 May 2009, when the listing of 11011- 

privileged documents was discovered, also indicate that she deliberately placed non- 

confidential or privileged documents that were not Jersey documents in Part 3. 

[88] In her e-mail of Monday 4 May 2009 to Mr Ebersolm, she cormneilted that 

she was following the Solicitor-General's advice and had "gone one step more 

conservative than the plaintiffs"' by withholding the transcripts. She stated that 

objection should be talten to the plaintiff's (as opposed to the IRD, the defendant) 

listing of the Jersey documents, due to the public interest immunity. 

[89] Dr Palmer, when he saw this e-mail in the days that followed, interpreted this 

as a "gotcha" letter by Miss du Claire, indicating that the Solicitor-General's advice 

had now landed the IRD in a difficult position, in that documents for which the IRD 

was claiming privilege were in the "open" past of the plaintiff's affidavit. She was 

implying that the IRD's positioil in claiming privilege was not tenable, given the 

plaintiff's approach. Dr Paliner's interpretation was reasonable. 

[90] Then on 5 May 2009, MS Ebersohn, upon becoming aware of the non- 

privileged documents having been listed in Part 3, wrote to Miss du Claire. He 

pointed out that certain of the documents listed would not have come froin the Jersey 

authorities. He aslted to what extent she was certain that the documeilts listed were 

given under the undertalting. He aslted if she could identify which documents in 

Past 3 should not have been listed there. 

1911 Part of Miss du Claire's response has to be set out in full: 

You are correct, we were advised by Crown Law to list all docu~llents 
disclosed by the SF0 to R, and all documents obtained by R under the 
Cri~nillal Proceedings (Search of Court Records) Rules, and did so. We knew 



that a lot of that information was not, and indeed could not, have been 
covered by the undertaking for example, the transcript of the relevant SF0 
trial, held in Auckland before an open Court which our oficers sat in and 
listened to, could not possibly have been covered by the Jersey undertalcind. 
But the advice fiom Crown Law, as we understood it, was clear as to its 
intent - we needed to protect the transcript (para 9.2.1), and indeed the 
written advice is that we should go well beyond not using it but also apply to 
have that Court file sealed and have Priestley J's orders allowing IR access 
rescinded (para 56.2.1 and 56.2.2.). 

(Emphasis added.) 

[92] She then went on to state that she did not have the advantage of the full 

version of Dr Palmer's opinion and that the IRD did what it thought Crown Law 

wanted it to do. She proceeded to state that it would have been better if Crown Law 

had not provided an opinion which went as far as it did and that there Inay have been 

a inisundersta~lding along the way. She stated that: 

... at the time I was troubled that there were meetings about the issue to 
whicl~ I was not invited, and that it was clear that what Crown Law was 
aslting us to withhold was significantly beyond the 10 folders that I had 
understood to be origiilally of concenl to the SFO. 

[93] In this e-mail Miss du Claire appears to say that she lcnew that some 

documents listed in Part 3 were not Jersey documents and could not have been 

covered by the undertaking. She may have also meant what she understood was that 

Crown Law was advising the IRD to list them in Part 3 regardless. But for the 

reasons already given, it is not possible on any objective reading of Dr Palmer's 

opinion to see how Miss du Claire could have held this view; documents such as the 

2003 company certificate and annual return were patently New Zealand documents 

created after 2000 when the Jersey documents were provided, and not privileged. 

This letter indicates that her listing of the non-privileged documents was deliberate. 

Other matters 

[94] The draft advice of 13 January had specifically stated that "documents at 

issue", being documents "obtained originally by the SF0  from the Jersey 

authorities" should not be disclosed. It was clear on ally objective reading of the 

advice that this meant the Jersey documents, yet Miss du Claire took no steps. If 

Miss du Claire had had any doubt about the matter, she had ample time to seek 



clarification froin Crown Law. She did not. Dr Paliner had indicated on 13 March 

that the substance of his draft advice would not be changed, and reflecting that, the 

16 March advice described the "documents at issue", for which privilege should be 

claimed, in exactly the same words as in the original draft advice. Miss du Claire 

did not attempt to clarify the meaning of the advice, or to draw Crown Law's 

attention to the listing in Part 3 of non-privileged documents after the 16 March final 

advice other than her e-mail of 4 May. 

(951 Miss du Claire argued that Dr Palmer was wrong in claiming embarrassment 

and additional cost to the IRD as a consequence of her actions. However, it is clear 

that these consequences were caused by Miss du Claire in that the IRD had to notify 

the taxpayer of the error and change the claim of privilege in the affidavit of 

documents, all at the IRD's expense. 

[96] For the avoidance of doubt, I record that Dr Palmer was relying on these true 

facts, most of which were set out in the appendix, when he gave his statements of 

opinion in the letter of 13 May 2009. 

Conclusion as to the true facts 

[97] I am satisfied that the summary in the appendix to the letter was a correct 

suinmary of events and I conclude that Dr Palmer's statements were based on facts 

that were true or not materially different from the truth. 

[98] I comment specifically as follows: 

(a) It is correct that Miss du Claire did not implement the advice from 

Crown Law as to the documents for which privilege should be 

claimed in the Xv C affidavit of document. 

(b) The final version of the affidavit of documents inaccurately recorded 

at the start of Part 3 the view of the Solicitor-General as to which 

documents were privileged and could be listed under that Part. In 



doing so, this would cause embarrassment to the Solicitor-General as 

the solicitor responsible for the list. 

(c) Insofar as the list of documents would have to be altered and an error 

that should not have been made corrected, the actions caused 

unnecessary embarrassment to Crown Law and unnecessary cost to 

the IRD in relation to the affidavit of documents. 

(d) The effect of her wording was to undermine the advice. 

[99] In the circumstances, Miss du Claire's actions were a serious transgression. 

Despite the fact that Crown Law had been aslted to provide advice as to whether or 

not the Jersey documents were privileged, and the fact Miss du Claire's seiliors at the 

IRD would expect her to follow that advice, she had not followed it. She was listing 

non-privileged documents as privileged - a serious matter. Given that circumstance 

it was a logical conclusion that, in relation to this matter and possibly other matters, 

Miss du Claire might not act in future in accordance with Crown Law advice, 

causing Crown Law and the IRD embarrassment or worse. In that situation it was 

reasonable for those in Crown Law who were aware of her actions not to wish to 

work with her any more. 

[l001 By this time Miss du Claire's judgment about the claiming of privilege in 

respect of the Jersey documents was so coloured by her very strong view that 

Dr Paliner was giving wrong advice that she was not thinltiilg rationally in her work 

in this area. Miss du Claire, in my view, does try to do the right thing. But it has to 

be right on her terms, and her views by March had become obsessive and irrational 

on the Jersey documents issue. 

[I011 T11e letter and the detailed appendix contain between them an accurate 

summary of Miss du Claire's actions, which are the basis for Dr Palmer's opinion. 

So I conclude that the facts relied on are indicated in the letter, and were materially 

true. I also record that insofar as any of the alleged defamatory statements of 

Dr Palmer can be seen as statements of fact and not opinion, they were also true. 



Whether the opinion was genuine 

[l  021 Dr Palmer was first alerted to the problem on 5 May 2009 when he received a 

copy of Miss du Claire's e-mail of that date. After discussion, a draft of the letter 

that is the subject of this first cause of action was prepared by senior members of his 

legal team. That draft had stronger wording, and stated that "MS du Claire's recent 

actions . . . have led me to form the view that she has deliberately undermined the 

advice given by me . . .". After receiving the draft on 7 May 2009, Dr Paliner 

changed a number of words in the draft and the appendix to keep the facts accurate 

and to use words that were more neutral. He met with Mr Ebersohn later, after the 

initial meeting with his legal staff, to discuss the issues and review Miss du Claire's 

e-mails before sending the letter of 13 May 2009. Mr Ebersohn explained to him at 

those meetings that he could think of no explanation other than that Miss du Claire 

had deliberately sought to undermine the Crown Law advice. I accept 

Mr Ebersohn's evidence in this regard. 

[l 031 Dr Palmer explained the process of how he developed his views as to Miss du 

Claire's conduct. I accept that they were based on his own review of the documents 

and his discussions, and not just an adoption of the first draft. 

[l041 Before sending the letter Dr Palmer double-checked that its contents were 

accurate with his staff. He also called his counterpaiqs at the IRD to let them lcnow 

that the letter was coming and he stated that he would be happy to discuss matters 

raised once they had considered his letter. He deliberately expressed himself in an 

appropriately conservative way, leaving the door open at the end of his opinioil to 

there being a further discussion if it transpired that Miss du Claire's actions had been 

authorised at a higher level, contrary to his understanding. 

[l051 Dr Paliner was cross-examined at length before me. I had an opportunity to 

view his demeano-U and his reaction to provocative propositions put to him by 

Miss du Claire. Dr Palmer clearly taltes his responsibilities as Deputy Solicitor- 

General most seriously. He does not appear to me to be a person who is prone to 

emotional responses or bears grudges. He seelts to do his duty to the best of his 



ability and expects others with whom he has a professional association to do the 

same. 

[l061 Dr Paliner had not met and did not lcnow Miss du Claire and bore her no ill 

will. The opinion he formed was, in the end, based on his own interpretation of 

Miss du Claire's cormnunications and the list of documents she prepared, and his 

discussions with other members of Crown Law who were coilceri~ed at Miss du 

Claire's actions. He formed a genuine view on the basis of the inforlnation before 

him that she had rejected his opinion and sought to undermine it and that, by drafting 

the list of documents in the way she did, she had sougllt to embarrass Crow11 Law 

and display what she thought was the fundamentally erroneous nature of his advice. 

His view that he and his team could not work with her, given that background, was 

sincerely held. 

[l 071 I ain satisfied, having heard Dr Palmer, that his views were genuine. 

Conclusion on honest opinion 

[l081 The defence of honest opinion on the first cause of action lias been made out, 

and Miss du Claire's first cause of action must therefore fail. For completeness, I 

will also consider the pleaded defence of qualified privilege. 

Qualified privilege 

[l091 Qualified privilege arises when a communication is made to a recipient who 

has a right or need to It arises where there is a common and corresponding 

duty or interest between the person who maltes a communication and the person who 

receives it. It was described in this way by Lord Atltinson in Adam v ward:15 

Such a privileged occasioll is . . . an occasio~l where the person who ~naltes a 
coinmunicatiol~ has an interest or a duty, legal, social or moral, to lnalte it to 
the person to whom it is made, and a person to whoin it is so made has a 
correspo~ldi~lg interest or duty to receive it. 

l 4  Attorney-General v Leigh [2011] NZSC 106 at [17]. 
15 Adam v Ward [l9171 AC 309 (HL) at 334 cited with approval in Lange v Atkinson [2000] 3 

NZLR 385 (CA) at [18]. 



A classic situation in which qualified privilege call arise is a commuilication from A 

to B where A and B have a common interest in the matter that is the subject of the 

comm~nication.'~ However, the circumstances that can constitute a privileged 

occasion are not exact and there is no exhaustive list of situations.17 

An occasion of qualiJiedprivilege? 

[ l  101 The Crown Law Office is a govern~nent department, as is the IRD." It is 

necessary to consider the role of Crown Law in the X v C proceeding. 

[ l  1 l ]  Paragraph 7 of Appendix C of the Cabinet Directions for the Conduct of 

Crown Legal Business 1993 recognises the role of Crown Law in giving an opinion 

on an issue where there is a difference between departments. The Cabinet ~ a n u a l ' ~  

also recognises that the conduct of legal proceedings involving the Crown is the 

responsibility of the Attorney-General, and in practice, the Solicitor-General and the 

Crown Law Office will provide legal services to the department iilvolved in the 

proceedings. 

[l121 Miss du Claire in subinissions equated IRD's position to that of a client 

choosing not to accept the advice of its solicitor. However, I accept 

Mr McClellandYs submission that the Crown Law Office's role cannot be fully 

explained though a traditional solicitor/client relationship model. 

[ l  131 When it is representing a department in court proceedings the Crown Law 

Office has, in addition to the usual duties of counsel in court proceedings a general 

responsibility to ensure the interests of the Crown are protected. Just as it is 

necessary for the Solicitor-General, when advising Ministers, departments and other 

government agencies to keep government interests in mind and accept that the 

highest value is in maintaining the integrity of the law,20 so in the actual X v C 

proceeding the Solicitor-General and though him members of the Crown Law 

l6 Stephen Todd (ed) The Law of Torts in New Zealand (5th ed, Broolters, Wellington 2009) at 
[16.11.01]. 

" London Association for Protection of Trade v Greenlands Ltd [ l  91 G] 2 AC 15 (HL) at 22. '' State Sector Act 1998, s 27 and Sch l .  
19 Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Cabinet Manual 2008 at [4.6]. 
20 John McGrath "Principles for Sharing Law Officer Power - The Role of the New Zealand 

Solicitor-General", (1998) 18 NZULR 198 at 206. 



Office had to ensure that the integrity of the law was preserved. In particular, the 

Crown Law Ofice could not countenance a govermlient department pursuing a 

course of conduct that constituted a breach of the government's international 

obligations. It was also the Solicitor-General's duty, in addition to his duty to the 

court, to ensure that in litigation the government observed the best possible standards 

of practice in a court proceeding. 

[l 141 The Solicitor-General is ultimately responsible for litigation involving the 

executive government, including litigation in the name of the ~oimnissioner.~~ The 

protocols between the Solicitor-General and the Cormnissioner of July 2009, which 

were finalised shortly after the May letter and e-mail, reflect this as they record:22 

The Solicitor-General is ultilnately responsible for the corld~rct of all 
litigation in the name of the Commissioner. . . . Ultimately the Solicitor- 
General, after consultatiol~ with the Cominissioller of Inland Revenue, will 
resolve any outstanding issue over the collduct of litigation. 

[l 151 While it is possible that aspects of the protocols in their final form might 

reflect aspects of the issues that arose with Miss du Claire (although there is nothing 

to indicate this), I have no doubt that the Solicitor-General's senior role in 

determining how IRD litigation should be conducted had been the reality in practice 

for some time. It is the Solicitor-General who has the overall responsibility for the 

litigation and who will be most open to criticisin if a court later concludes that there 

was an error. 

[l 161 The SF0 had no direct role in the X v C proceeding. However, in relation to 

the Jersey documents issue, Dr Palmer quite properly on occasions copied tlie SF0 

into communications. It was the Solicitor-General and Crown Law's duty to ensure 

that the government of New Zealand ge~lerally observed its duties in relation to the 

undertakings given by the SF0 to the Attorney-General of the Bailiwick of Jersey. 

The SF0 had an interest and indeed a duty to lcnow what action was being talten in 

relation to the breach. 

'' See McGrath above n 20 at 212 and "Protocols between the Solicitor-General and Colninissioner 
of Inland Revenue" (29 July 2009) <www.ird.govt.nQ at [l .2]. 

'' At [5.1]. 



[l 171 Crow11 Law were worlcing together with the IRD to achieve the best possible 

result for the government in the Xv C litigation. But Crown Law had to ensure that 

international obligations were observed by the government, as well as observe its 

duties to the court. It also had to give good guidance and s o u ~ ~ d  advice to the IRD 

and work with the IRD efficiently. The IRD lawyers in turn had to observe their 

professional duties to the court. 

[l  181 Dr Palmer was acting in his capacity as Deputy Solicitor-General when he 

published the letter. He had the overall responsibility for public law group litigation 

and the relationship between Crown counsel and the IRD. There were interests and 

joint duties to the court that were shared by Crow11 Law and tlie IRD. Dr Palmer had 

a duty to communicate his concerns about Miss du Claire's conduct in the course of 

the litigation to the representatives of the Crown agencies affected by her conduct. 

Further, the IRD and indeed the SF0 as parties affected by Miss du Claire's conduct 

had a corresponding interest in receiving his advice regarding the conduct of the 

Crown litigation. Crown Law was, after all, in charge of the litigation and IRD staff 

were, with the exception of Miss du Claire, looking to it for guidance. 

[ l  191 I have no doubt, tl~erefore, that the sending of the letter was an occasion of 

qualified privilege. 

Ill will? 

[l201 Under S 19(1) of the Defamation Act 1992, the defence of qualified privilege 

fails if the plaintiff proves that in publishing the matter that is the subject of the 

proceedings, the defendant was predominantly motivated by ill will towards the 

plaintiff or otherwise took improper advantage of the occasion. However, s 19(2) 

provides that, subject to subs (l), a defence of qualified privilege shall not fail 

because the defendant was motivated by malice. 

[l211 Once tlie defendant has satisfied that the occasion of publication was one that 

attracted qualified privilege, the onus shifts to the plaintiff to rebut the defence by 

showing ill will or the taking of improper advantage. In carrying out this assessment 

the words the plaintiff complains of are assumed to be untrue and the focus of the 



inquiry is on the defendailt's motives for inalting the statement, not the correctness of 

the statement made.23 It must be shown that the defendant's predominant motive 

was ill will towards the plaintiff, or otherwise talting improper advantage of the 

occasion of publication. Miss du Claire served a notice under ss 39 and 41 of the 

Defamation Act setting out a detailed allegation that Dr Palmer acted wit11 malice 

and/or improper motive. 

[l221 I note that the Court of Appeal has recorded that S 19 was intended to reflect 

the common law concept of malice.24 I do not consider that, on the facts of this case, 

any difference (if such difference exists) between the words "ill will" and the 

common law test of malice is material. 

[l231 For the reasons already given as to the genuineness of Dr Paln~er's opinion, 

and which are developed further later in this judgment in relation to malice in the 

misfeasance in public office causes of actionY2' I do not consider that malice or 

improper advantage have been established here. I have heard Dr Paliner give his 

evidence and I am satisfied that he had no personal ill will towards Miss du Claire 

and acted always in accordance with what he thought was in the interests of the IRD 

and the SFO. 

Conclusion on first cause of action. 

[l241 I am satisfied that, assuming the statements were defamatory, the defences of 

honest opinion and qualified privilege apply. Dr Paliner was in the pleaded 

defamatory statements expressing his opinion on facts before him that were true or 

materially true. He did so honestly, genuinely and without malice, and in the context 

that Crown Law and the IRD had a common interest in the subject matter of his 

letter, a context which I find attracts the protection of qualified privilege. 

23 Laws of New Zealand Defamation (online ed) at 124. 
24 Lange v Atkinson, above n 15,  at [42]. 
25 See privilege [140]-[l491 and misfeasance [l 821-[l 9 l]. 



Second cause of action: the 18 May 2009 e-mail 

[l251 This e-mail was sent by Crown Law and signed by Dr  Palmer. It was 

addressed "Dear CarolynIMilte and Grant", referring to Carolyn Tremain, Deputy 

Commissioner at the IRD at the time; Michael Cook, a solicitor in  the LMU and 

Miss du Claire's manager; and Grant Liddell, Director of the SFO. It is necessary to 

set out the e-mail in full: 

Dear CarolynMike and Grant 

I'm sorry that I have to raise yet aiiother issue about the SFOIIRD matter, 
but this is both serious and urgent. 

I gave advice to IRD and SF0  on 16 March 2009 about the disclosure and 
use of information acquired from Jersey pursuant to an undertalting given by 
SFO. Both IRD and SF0  accepted that advice and my recommendations. 

In order to ilnplelnerit past of tlie recolnlnendations Crown Counsel, on 
behalf of the SFO, filed a iiieinoraiidu~n with tlie High Court on 30 April 
2009. The memorandum: 

- Noted tliat Justice Priestley of tlie Higli Court had in 2008, on 
application by IR, granted leave for IR to search the Coui-t records 
and tliat S F 0  did not object; 

- Noted that S F 0  has subseque~ltly become aware of undertakings 
made by S F 0  to tlie Jersey authorities about the purposes for 
which the docu~neiits provided by Jersey to SF0  would be used; 

- Noted that SF0  is worlting with IRD to remedy the disclosure and 
colnply with the undertaltings, includirig IR returning the released 
doculnents to SFO; 

- Requested that a note be placed on tlie Coul-t file preventing it 
being searched, copied or inspected without the leave of the Court 
with notice to SFO. 

On 12 May 2009 Crown Law was advised by tlie High Court that, in 
response to tlie memorandum, Justice Priestley has indicated tliat tlie IR are 
directed to destroy ally copies of notes talteii from tlie documents, whicli 
were subject to the SFO's undertaltiiig, and sealed tlie file. Crown Law 
followed up on 14 May inquiring as to whether a minute would be issued by 
the Court on that basis. 

On Friday 12 May we have been sent the einail string below from tlie Higli 
Court which we have opened today. It appears that Lysette du Claire of IR 
decided to email the court herself on this matter without reference to Crown 
Law. In so doing, she has disclosed that IR considers that the information is 
relevant to existing civil proceedings and potential criminal proceedings. (I 
note that Crown Law has not been advised of the lattec to n7y knowledge). 



As you will see, the Court, understandably, has said "This is very serious if 
the S F 0  has breached an undertaking and doculnellts are being used by the 
IRD for purposes which the undertaltillg was designed to prohibit." And has 
ordered counsel for S F 0  and IR to appear before him in person to explain. 

The Solicitor-General has determined that Crown Law will file a 
nlellloranduln (draft attached) with the coui-t explaining the situation. If 
personal appearance is required Crow11 Counsel will appear and represellt 
both of these two Crown pasties, the IR and SFO, at R ' s  cost. 

Paras 3 and 4 of the ineinora~~dum states: 

3. "The purpose of this lnelnoranduln is to inforln Your Honour that 
MS du Claire was not authorised by the Comlnissioner or Inland 
Revenue to send that elnail and nor does its content reflect the 
position of the Colnlnissioner of I n l a ~ ~ d  Revenue or his 
Depai-tment. 

4. The Colnrnissioller has iilstructed Counsel to advise Your Honour 
that he undertaltes to locate and destroy all copies of the docuinents 
concerned and any notes talten of their contents ilnnlediately and 
that he will not use those doculnents or any such notes in any 
litigation of any Itind." 

Would IR please advise us immediately if either of these statements is 
not correct. 

I will send a further elnail to Carolyn and Mike about Crown Law's dealings 
with MS du Claire from now on. 

This Office will also send IR a letter shortly with illstructions about what IR 
needs to do to implement Priestley J's directions. 

Matthew Pallner 

(Emphasis added.) 

[l261 Miss du Claire pleads that the statement that it appears that she "decided to 

e-mail the court herself on this matter without reference to Crown Law" was 

defamatory "in the context of the conduct of the practice of law, and specifically 

carries a strong implication from the context that the Plaintiff acted inappropriately 

in contacting the Court". It is therefore this single specific statement that is the focus 

of this cause of action. 

[l271 The defendants accept that the ordinary, natural meaning of this statement 

prepared in the context of the e-mail as a whole is that the plaintiff acted 

illappropriately by contacting the Court in the way that she did. This is apparent on 



the face of the document and it is unnecessary to coilsider the plaintiff's innuendo 

pleading. 

[l281 In the course of the hearing Miss du Claire appeared to allege that other 

aspects of this e-mail were defamatory. No amendment was sought and any attempt 

to treat the pleading as extended would prejudice the defendants. In the further 

particulars of defamatory meaning there is no change from the pleading. It is not 

possible to accept as a pleading these further vague statements that were made. I am 

satisfied that the suggested extensions that arose in the course of Miss du Claire's 

subinissions were too imprecise to be capable of determination. The defamatory 

pleading cannot be expanded in its scope in this way. 

[l291 Given the defendants' concession it is not necessary to consider whether the 

pleaded meaning was defamatory. The defendants further accept that the e-mail 

concerned Miss du Claire and was published. So it is necessary to consider the 

affirmative defences. 

Honest opinion 

Are the statements of opinion and not fact? 

[l301 The letter begins by Dr Palmer apologising that he has to "raise yet another 

issue" in relation to the matter which is serious and urgent. In the allegedly 

defamatory paragraph it is stated "[ilt appears" that Miss du Claire decided to send 

the e-mail to the Court herself. 

[l311 The e-mail string is attached and it is stated later ia the e-mail that Crown 

Law was intending to file a memorandum with the court containing two paragraphs, 

one of which included the statement: "MS du Claire was not authorised by the 

Commissioner of Inland Revenue to send that e-mail . . .". Immediately after the 

words setting out the two paragraphs, it is stated in bold type: "Would [the IRD] 

please advise us immediately if either of these statements is not correct." Those 

words are indicative of the statements being the writer's interpretation of the facts 

available, and leave open the possibility of correction. The criticism is not by 



specific words but arises from the background context of a strong protest at Miss du 

Claire's actions in relation to the affidavit of documents made five days earlier in the 

13 May 2009 letter. Dr Palmer is saying that it appears to him that she has yet again 

acted in an inappropriate manner. 

[l321 I am satisfied that the pleaded defamatory meaning was an expressioil of 

opinion by Dr Palmer. 

Are the statements based on facts that are true or not materially diferent j?om the 

truth? 

[l331 Tlle facts are set out in the letter itself. Miss du Claire undoubtedly sent the 

e-mail that Dr Palmer complains about to the Court. The statement of fact that Miss 

du Claire had decided to e-mail tlie Court herself without reference to Crown Law 

was correct in that it was her e-mail, and Crown Law had not been consulted 

beforehand. It was also correct as a matter of fact that she had disclosed that the IRD 

considered that the information was relevant to existing civil proceedings and 

potential criminal proceedings. 

[l341 The issue of whether or not Miss du Claire had been instructed by the IRD to 

send the e-mail to the Court requires hrther examination. I accept Miss du Claire's 

evidence that her superior, Mr Vicltery, had told her to obtain a copy of Priestley J's 

minute. 

[l351 However, the e-mail that Miss du Claire sent went considerably further than 

requesting a copy of a minute. Such a request would have been quite unexceptional 

and unlilcely to have provolted any response from the Judge. However, Miss du 

Claire was aware that there was no minute. The contents of her e-mail of 14 May 

2009 need to be set out in h l l :  

Dear [Deputy Registrar of the High Coul-t] 

The Crown Law Oflice, acting on behalf of the Serious Fraud Office, have 
passed on to us your e-mail of Tuesday, 12 May 2009 17:04 relating to the 
inatter [R v D]. We have of course talcell steps to begin giving effect to His 
Honour's direction in that e-mail. 



I write to enquire whether His Ho~lour will be issuing a forinal ininute 
recording his direction. Implementing His Honour 5. direction will have the 
consequence of Inland Revenue destroying its copies of injormation that is 
relevant to existing civil proceedings before the High Court at Wellington, as 
well as a criminal prosecution still under consideration, so we would prefer 
to have a formal document to provide to the Courts and other parties in 
those proceedings to explain our actions with respect to these documents. 

I know froin your voiceinail that you are in Caul-t today, however I would be 
happy to discuss later this week or next at your convenience, if that is 
required. 

Kind regards 

Lysette du Claire 

(Emphasis added.) 

[ l  361 The general tone of the secoild paragraph is that Priestley J's direction has the 

consequence of necessitating the destruction of material relevant to existing 

proceedings, and implies that this is inconvenient. The further implication is that a 

formal document, a minute, is required so that recipients of the direction can comply. 

There is a querulous tone about the e-mail. After all, the only negative consequence 

of the destruction of the documents was going to be for the two government 

departments that had use for that information, the IRD and the SFO. It was a little 

disrespectful to say "we would prefer to have a formal document", rather than to 

malte a polite request along the lines of "we would be most grateful". The general 

tone of the e-mail is not that which an experienced court lawyer would use in any 

cominui~ication that was liltely to go before a Judge. It could well be interpreted as 

somewhat disrespectful and even critical. I do not consider that Mr Vicltery, or 

anyone senior to Miss du Claire at the IRD, had instructed or permitted her to send 

an e-mail using that tone and those words. 

[l371 The e-mail did indeed provolte an immediate and strong reaction from the 

Judge who required counsel for the IRD and the SF0  to appear before him in 

chambers. This was a clear indication that the Judge, who had not talten that step 

before the e-mail, was now in light of it dissatisfied with the state of affairs. The 

Judge's response recorded that it was very serious if the SF0 had breached an 

undertaking and documents were being used by the IRD for purposes which the 

undertalting was designed to prohibit. He stated that he was not prepared to hear the 

parties by telephone conference. 



[l381 An experienced counsel would have predicted a strong reaction to Miss du 

Claire's e-mail and would not have sent it or permitted it to be sent. 

[I391 So my finding is that the facts on which Dr Palmer's criticisms were based 

were true, or materially true. 

Whether the opinion was genuine 

[l401 Given the factual background, it is entirely understandable that Dr Paliner 

was alarmed when he saw the exchange with the Court, and sent the letter of 18 May 

2009. Crown Law, the SF0  and the IRD were all affected by Miss du Claire's e-mail 

and were all the subject of the adverse reaction by the Judge. Dr Palmer's e-mail is 

not an e-mail so much of complaint, but rather a proposal for inmediate action. He 

attached the draft meinorandum that he had prepared for the Judge to assuage the 

Judge's concerns. It was a perfectly proper meinorandum of the type that senior 

counsel could be expected to prepare in such a situation. 

[l411 As observed, Dr Palmer's letter of 18 May is singular in that, despite the 

unfortunate tone of Miss du Claire's e-mail of 14 May 2009 and the strong reaction 

of the Judge, it lacks ally adjectival criticisms of Miss du Claire's actions. It sets out 

the circuinstances and the proposed course of action without embellishment. 

[l421 Having heard Dr Palmer's evidence about why he reacted in the way he did, I 

have no doubt that the opinion he implicitly expressed about Miss du Claire's actions 

in sending the e-mail were inappropriate was genuine. The fact that he was not 

aware that Mr Viclcery had aslted Miss du Claire to seek a copy of the minute is in 

my view irrelevant. Miss du Claire's e-mail went much fbi-ther than just seeking a 

copy of a minute. It was inappropriately worded and somewhat disrespectful, and 

had provolted an unwelcome response froin the Court. Dr Palmer's strong reaction 

was what could have been expected from experienced counsel faced with such an 

error. 

[l431 Therefore, the defence of honest opiilion is made out in relation to the second 

cause of action. 



Qualified privilege 

[l441 Crown counsel were shown on the court documents as counsel/solicitors 

acting in the R v D proceeding. Crown Law was effectively acting for both the IRD 

and the SFO. The background position was highly delicate for both the SF0 and the 

IRD as both were parties to the breach of an undertaking given to a sovereign body. 

This situation was fraught with the risk of serious consequences for the parties and 

counsel if any of them were shown to have deliberately breached the undertaking. 

[l451 The e-mail was sent to those persons at the IRD (MS Tremain and Mr Cook) 

in part responsible for the X v C proceedings and the Jersey document issue, and the 

Director of the SF0 (Mr Liddell). Copies were also sent to Mr Vicltery and to 

Crown Law lawyers. The IRD and the SF0 both had been involved with Jersey 

documents in the R v D proceedings. The SF0 was party to the proceedings and the 

IRD had obtained an order in the proceedings in relation to the documents. They 

were the logical persons for Dr Palmer to advise about his concerns, as Priestley J's 

direction and any further orders he would make affected them. Indeed, given their 

involvement, he would have been remiss had he not communicated to each of them 

in the way that he did. They would be the ones suffering the consequences if the 

Court's concerns were not answered. 

[l461 The tone of the e-mail is, as observed, factual and contains no directed 

criticism of Miss du Claire. It was moderate in tone and shows no ill will towards 

her. The act of sending it was reasonable. 

[l471 This type of cornmuilication is exactly the type of communication that the 

defence of qualified privilege is designed to protect. There was no ill will. I am 

satisfied that the defence of qualified privilege is made out. 

Third cause of action: the 25 August 2009 letter 

C1481 Mr Cook's investigation of Miss du Claire's conduct culminated in him 

sending to Dr Palmer on 6 August 2009 a summary of his investigation about what 

he considered to be the four specific complaints about Miss du Claire, and his 



conclusion that they were not established. It is Dr Palmer's letter in response of 

25 August 2009 that is the subject of the third cause o f  action. Althougl~ o ~ l l y  one 

paragraph of  the letter is referred to in the statement of  claim as being defamatory, it 

is necessary to set out the whole letter: 

Dear [Mr Cook] 

Lysette du Claire 

1. Thank you for your letter of 6 August 2009 and the oppoi-tunity to 
discuss it on 10 August 2009. I refer also to your einail of 17 August 
regarding MS du Claire's work on the [ X v  C] file. 

2. I u~lderstaild the outcolnes of your investigation into the matters I raised 
in my letter of 13 May 2009 and I aclmowledge and appreciate the 
amount of effoi-t and care that IRD has put into these issues. 

I would have to say that I am not conviilced by your conclusions. In 
particular, in relation to what you term "allegatioas one and three" your 
investigation appears to have focussed on the wording of the draft list as 
modified through discussioils with Crow11 Law, and you have accepted 
MS du Claire at her word ill relation to her motivations. However it 
seems to me that MS du Claireh original proposed wording in 
paragraph 8 of the draft list of documents (version nzarked 12:55), is 
reasonably capable of being characterised as Ms du Claire having 
"deliberately sought to undernzine advice with which she did not 
agr8ee ". This is further reinforced by her email to Harry Ebersohn of 
5 May 2009 at 17:00, (including the passage in wllicl~ MS du Claire 
states "We knew that a lot of that iilforinatioil was not, and indeed could 
not, have been covered by the uildertalcing . . . "). 

4. I do, therefore, coiltinue to hold significai~t coilceins about MS du 
Claire's actions, as identified in my letter of 13 May 2009. At the sanze 
tinze, I recognise that Ms du Claire k employment by the Litigation 
Managenzent Unit of Inland Revenue is largely oriented towards 
litigation matters. I am willing to facilitate MS du Claire having atz 
opportunity to demonstrate that she is willing to work cooperatively and 
constructively with Crown Law, in the best interests of the Crown. 

5. My williilgness in this regard depends on MS du Claire and Iillaild 
Revenue being prepared explicitly to agree with Crown Law on a set of 
behavioural expectations. We can discuss these expectations fi~i-tller, 
and I am open to suggestions, but I would expect that such expectatioils 
might include: 

5.1 Explicit agreeineilt by MS du Claire to abide by the Protocols 
agreed between the Solicitor-General and Coin~~lissioner of Inland 
Revenue; 

5.2 Explicit agreeineilt by MS du Claire to seek to fulfil, and by Inland 
Revenue to inanage her perfor~nance against, specific 
competencies (such as three expectations in Crown Law's 
colnpetency framework for Assistant Crown Couilsel as attached.) 



6. If there is agree~nent on expectations then I would be prepared to agree 
to MS du Claire working directly with specified Crown Counsel on 
specified cases, as determined by Crown Law, on a four to six month 
trial basis. We would need to discuss which counsel and which cases 
further. I would also expect that those Crown Counsel would be 
regularly and frequently consulted in the course of Inland Revenue's 
~nanagelnent of MS du Claire's perforinance during this period. At the 
end of the six months Crown Law and Inland Revenue would jointly 
review the arrangement. Sl~ould there be a serious breach of the agreed 
behavioural expectations during the course of the six month period, 
such that Crow11 Law considers that the legal interests of the Crown are 
impeded, I would expect that the trial would cease immediately. 

7. I reiterate that I am willing to discuss these matters further in the 
interests of reaching agreement on a constructive set of arrangements 
that are in the collective interests of MS du Claire, Inland Revenue and 
the Crown. 

Yours sincesely 

Matthew Palmer 
Deputy Solicitor-General (Public Law) 

(Emphasis added.) 

[l491 The statement shown in italics at paragraph 3 is pleaded by Miss du Claire to 

be defamatory in its ordinary and natural meaning. The defamatory meaning is 

essentially the same as that pleaded (amongst other things) in the first cause of 

action: that Miss du Claire deliberately sought to underinine advice with which she 

did not agree. The defendants accept that the words are capable of bearing this 

defamatory meaning, that they concern Miss du Claire and that they were published. 

The defendants again rely on the affirmative defences of honest opinion and 

qualified privilege. 

Honest opinion 

[l501 This allegation can be dealt with quite shortly, as considerations that applied 

to the first cause of actioii largely apply to this in relation to honest opinion. The 

statement is clearly one of opinion and not fact. The words "it seems to me ..." and 

"... is reasonably capable of being characterised ..." are clearly the language of 

opinion rather than fact. 



[l511 As previously observed26 Miss du Claire did not accept Dr Paliner's advice 

regarding what sl~ould be done with the Jersey documents. She had prepared a list of 

docun~ents that, originally in paragraph 8 (the statement having been piclted up and 

removed by Crown Law), contained a statement that made the Solicitor-General 

look, at the very least, foolish, and had listed in Part 3 documents that were clearly 

not privileged (as explained, this was not piclted up by Crown Law). These were the 

facts upon which Dr Palmer's opinion was based, and I have accepted that these 

facts were true or materially 

[l521 In light of these background facts, Dr Palmer's opinion tliat Miss du Claire's 

wording of the original affidavit of documents was reasonably capable of being 

characterised as deliberately seeking to undermine advice with which she did not 

agree, was undoubtedly genuine. 

[l531 I am therefore satisfied that the statement was an expression of opinion, was 

based on true facts wliich were indicated in the letter, and was genuinely held. The 

defence of honest opinion is made out. 

Qualified privilege 

[l541 Mr Cook had previously discussed his findings with Dr Palmer on 10 August 

2009. It had been agreed at the end of that meeting that Dr Palmer would formally 

write to Mr Cook, responding to his letter of 6 August 2009 and setting out his views 

on how to move forward. The letter of 25 August needs to be viewed as a whole and 

in that context. 

[l551 In the letter Dr Palmer formally sets out his views on the conclusions in 

Mr Cook's letter of 6 August and inaltes a proposal as to how Miss du Claire's return 

to work with Crown Law could be managed. This was part of the ongoing 

management of the relationship between Crown Law and the IRD. Dr Palmer had to 

communicate openly about his concerns so that a way forward could be found to 

meet those concerns and the needs of the IRD. 

2"ee [60]-[71]. 
27 See [54]-[loll. 



[l561 The letter is addressed to Mr Coolt and MS Tremain, both of whom had a 

legitimate interest in Dr Palmer's reaction to Mr Cook's report of 6 August, given the 

need for Crown Law to continue worlting with IRD. Miss du Claire's position 

appears to be, based on her submissions, that Dr Palmer should have accepted 

Mr Cook's report as a complete vindication of her position. However, Mr Cook's 

findings do not go that far. In any event, the IRD would expect that Dr Palmer 

would have his own views, as indeed he had to have if he was to carry out his role 

properly. 

[l571 Mr Coolt was not prepared to conclude that Miss du Claire had deliberately 

set out to undermine Dr Palmer's advice. But it was entirely open for a reasonable 

person to disagree with Mr Cook's opinion. The coimnunication in August 2009 was 

between two parties liaising on the issue of Miss du Claire's conduct and her 

ongoing ability to work with Crown Law, an issue in which they had a common 

interest. I am satisfied, for reasons broadly the same as those stated in relation to the 

first two causes of action, that Dr Palmer's letter of 25 August attracted qualified 

privilege. 

[l581 I am further satisfied that Dr Palmer's letter shows no ill will towards 

Miss du Claire. He sought input from his legal team about the contents of his letter 

of 25 August. His position has softened. He is retreating from his position in his 

13 May letter and accepting a basis on which Miss du Claire could continue to work 

with Crown Law. Given his justifiably negative view of her actions, the letter of 

25 August was a reasonable and moderate response to a report with which Dr Palmer 

disagreed. It provided an opportunity for Miss du Claire to work towards being a 

fully functioning solicitor worlting again with Crown Law, providing she complied 

with reasonable proposals for future conduct. I do not consider Miss du Claire has 

come close to proving that Dr Palmer was predominantly motivated by ill will 

towards her, or otherwise took improper advantage of the sending of the letter in any 

way. Indeed, there are signs of some goodwill towards her, in the change of position 

and willingness to recommence worlting with her. 

[l591 The defendant of qualified privilege is made out in relation to the second 

cause of action. 



Fourth and fifth causes of action: misfeasance in a public office 

[l601 The tort of misfeasaiice in a public office is aimed at preventing the 

deliberate injury of inembers of the public by a public officer who deliberately 

disregards official The plaintiff must prove that:29 

(a) the act complaiiied of is done by a public officer; 

(b) the act was done in the exercise of the public officer's public 

functions; 

(c) the public officer acted with lcnowledge of the illegality of his or her 

act, or with a state of mind of recltless indifference to the illegality of 

the act; 

(d) the plaintiff has standing to sue; 

(e) the conduct of the public officer caused the plaintiff loss; and 

( f )  the public officer had lmowledge that his or her conduct would 

probably injure the plaintiff or a person of a class of which the 

plaintiff was a member (this being "targeted inalice"), or had been 

recltless about the consequences of his or her conduct in the sense of 

not caring whether the consequences happen or not (this being "non- 

targeted malice"). 

[l611 The defendants accept that Dr Palmer was a public officer, that he was acting 

in exercise of his public function, and that Miss du Claire has standing to sue. There 

is no doubt also that Dr Palmer's actions, pleaded in both the fourth and fifth causes 

of action, affected Miss du Claire in her employment, although the defendants do not 

accept that it was Dr Palmer's conlrnunications or actions that led to her dismissal. 

The important issue in this case is whether there was illegality, and whether 

Garrett v Attorney-General [l9971 2 NZLR 332 (CA) at 350. 
Minister of Fisheries v PranJield Holdings Ltd [2008] NZCA 216, [2008] 3 NZLR 649 at [107]. 



Dr Paliner acted with knowledge of, or recltless indifference towards the illegality of 

his actions, and with targeted or non-targeted malice. 

[l 621 Both targeted and non-targeted malice require a plaintiff to prove subjective 

bad faith on the defendant's part. It was stated in a majority of the High Court of 

Australia in Northern Territory ofAustralia v ~ e n ~ e l : ~ '  

... the nlental eleinent is satisfied when the public officer engages in the 
impugned conduct with the i1ltentio1-1 of i~lflicting injury or with lulowledge 
that there is no power to engage in that conduct and that that conduct is 
calculated to produce injury. These are states of mind which are inconsistel~t 
with an honest attempt by a public officer to perfolln the functions of the 
office. Another state of mind which is inconsistent with an honest attempt to 
perform the functions of a public office is recltless indifference as to the 
availability of power to suppoi-t the i~npugned conduct and as to the injury 
which the impugned conduct is calculated to produce. The state of mind 
relates to the character of the conduct in which the public officer is engaged 
- whetl~er it is withill power and whether it is calculated (that is, naturally 
adapted in the circumstances) to produce injury. 

[l631 It is not sufficient that the public officer failed to make adequate inquiry or 

acted ultra vires or unreasonably. What is necessary is bad faith: a lack of honesty in 

the performance of the public office or a recltless indifference as to whether the 

action is lawful and justifiable and as to the injmy that it may produce. 

[l641 The act of misfeasance pleaded in the fourth cause of action is Dr Palmer's 

implementation of his expectation, recorded in his letter of 13 May 2009 that 

Miss du Claire would not work with the Crown Law tax and coinrnercial team. 

Miss du Claire pleaded that Dr Palmer acted lcnowing that he should not have talten 

this step and that Dr Palmer's actions ultimately led to her dismissal. She went on to 

make a number of allegations in her pleadings about his state of lcnowledge, alleging 

that he failed to pay heed to certain statutory and other duties in making his decision 

and had no regard for natural justice. It is further pleaded that he lcnew his actions 

would harm her and that he was recltless and indifferent to the consequences. She 

pleads that it is proper to fix Dr Paliner with lcnowledge that the Crown already 

possessed in relation to her personal history and her ill health and vulnerability to 

special harm. 

30 Northern Territory ofAustralia v Mengel (1995) 185 CLR 307 at 357 cited with approval in 
PranJield, above n 27 at [l 181. 



[l651 The fifth cause of action is founded on Dr Palmer's decision recorded in his 

letter of 25 August 2009 where he modified his earlier stance but imposed, it is 

alleged, "strict restrictions" on how Miss du Claire was to work with the Crown Law 

Office. 

[l661 The general background facts, letters and e-mails relied 011 to support the two 

alleged misfeasance claims have already been set out above. I exainiile the 

circumstances in more detail to see whether Miss du Claire has proved that 

Dr Paliner lcnowingly or recltIessly acted illegally, and with targeted or non-targeted 

malice. 

Facts ofthe alleged misfeasance 

[l671 On 13 May 2009 Dr Palmer had expressed his "expectation" that neither he 

nor staff from the tax and commercial team would have to work with Miss du Claire 

again. 

[l681 At the time Dr Palrner understood that another Deputy Solicitor-General had 

run into difficulties in dealing with Miss du Claire and had insisted on a similar 

expectation in relation to another proceeding. He stated in his evidence, and I 

accept, that he deliberately used the word "expectation" because he was aware that 

the IRD might not agree with his views about Miss du Claire's conduct. He was 

willing to discuss the matter hrther. He also said, and I accept, that if the IRD had 

come back to hiin and told him that he had got things wrong and assuaged his 

concerns, he would not have insisted on his expectation being implemented. 

[l691 Dr Palmer limited his expectation to the tax and commercial team, 

presumably because this was the team that he led. This was the area in which his 

concerns had arisen and I accept that it was possible that Miss du Claire could have 

been given work to do with Crown Law in areas other than those handled by the tax 

and coinmercial team. 

[l701 Although it is not the express subject of the inisfeasance ia a public oEce 

pleading, I note that in his e-mail on Monday 18 May 2009, after he became aware 



of Miss du Claire's e-mail of 14 May 2009 to the court, Dr Palmer advised the IRD 

that he insisted that his expectation that he and the Crown Law tax and commercial 

team would not work with Miss du Claire be implemeilted. 

[l711 Mr Coolt, who had been appointed to investigate Dr Palmer's complaints, 

was not sure what to inalte of Dr Palmer's advice and considered the situatioil to be a 

"moveable feast". Mr Cook did not interpret Dr Palmer as saying that he and his 

team would never work with Miss du Claire again. He recorded that it was initially 

agreed that Dr Palmer's "expectation" would not be implemented immediately. 

[l721 Upoil receiving Dr Palmer's letter and e-mail of 18 May insisting that his 

expectation be implemented, Mr Cook responded by ringing Dr Palmer. Dr Palmer 

agreed that matters be held until the next day. On 19 May 2009, Mr Cook met with 

Miss du Claire. Dr Palmer in the meantime had sent an e-mail to his staff advising 

those dealing with Miss du Claire to cease doing so. He had amended the e-mail to 

make it less expansive at Mr Cook's request. 

[l731 After consultation with the Solicitor-General, it was determined that 

Dr Palmer would appear on behalf of the IRD before Priestley J in relation to 

Miss du Claire's e-mail. He in due course appeared. Priestley J was satisfied with 

the measures that had been talten and recommended. The episode was of sufficient 

significance for Dr Palmer on 11 June 2009, after the appearance, to send a written 

brief to the Attorney-General outlining what had happened. 

[l741 Dr Palmer's instruction that his team not work with Miss du Claire applied 

for the next two months while Mr Cook carried out his investigation of his 

complaints against Miss du Claire. Dr Palmer gave permission for Mr Cook to speak 

to Crown Law solicitors directly in relation to his investigation. 

[l751 On 3 1 July 2009 MS Tremain called Dr Palmer to advise him that Mr Cook's 

investigation had concluded and that Mr Cook had come to a different view to 

Dr Palmer about Miss du Claire's actions. The parties then had a discussion on 

l 0 August 2009. In summary: 



(a) Dr Palmer could not accept Mr Cook's coilclusion that Miss du Claire 

had 110 intention to undermine or embarrass the Solicitor-General and 

Crown Law, and ill pasticulsll- could not reconcile that collclusion with 

Miss du Claire's e-mail of 5 May 2009. 

(b) He did not accept that it was proper for Miss du Claire to contact the 

cou-t in the way she did on 14 May 2009, but was prepared to accept 

the IRD's different view and move on. 

(c) He accepted a i~d believed that the overriding requirement was to find 

a way of worlcing with the IRD and Miss du Claire. 

[l761 Following Ms Cook's report, Dr Palmer's intention was to worlc 

constructively on Crown Law re-establishing a relationship with Miss du Claire. On 

11 August 2009, he was asked whether she could come to a Crown Law discovery 

seminar. He agreed that she could. Further on 22 Septeinber 2009, he had been 

asked by the IRD whether Miss du Claire could appear in another proceeding wit11 

Mr Ebersohn. He agreed that she should do so. 

[l771 It was in this context of ongoing positive contact that the letter of 25 August 

2009 was written, which is the subject of the fifth cause of action. It reflected 

Dr Palmer's disagreeinel~t with some of Mi Cook's conclusions, but also his 

acceptance that it was important to re-establish a relationship with Miss du Claire if 

that could be done without risking what he saw to be the effective conduct of the 

Crown's legal business. 

[l781 Dr Palmer participated in at least one meeting on 10 September 2009 with the 

IRD about how the arrangements might worlc. He left it up to the team leader of his 

legal team and other members of the team to worlc matters out from Crown Law's 

perspective. The idea was that Miss du Claire would be given the opportunity to 

show that she could worlc constructively with Crown Law so that the reIationship 

could be rebuilt. He regarded her letter of 16 September 2009 as coilveying that 

same understanding and intention. He was not aware of her less co-operative letter 

to the IRD of the same date. He thereafter played no part and indeed had no 



lcnowledge of the IRD's oilgoing difficulties with Miss du Claire. He was informed 

on 17 November 2009 that Miss du Claire no longer worlted at the IRD. He only 

learned that she was dismissed after discovery in these proceedings. 

[l791 Despite Mr Coolt's coi~clusions in his investigation where he did not accept 

Dr Palmer's coinplaints, it is clear that MS Tremain, Mr Coolc and other senior 

inembers at the IRD, did not coilsider Dr Palmer's reaction to her actions as 

illegitimate. They saw what they described as significant performance issues on 

Miss du Claire's part that needed to be addressed. This was the second time that a 

Deputy Solicitor-General had made a formal complaillt about her to the IRD. 

[l801 Mr Cook referred to how at a joint session to amounce the new Crown Law 

protocols on 17 August 2009 Miss du Claire had attacked Crown Law and its staff in 

a discussion group and had accused Crow11 Law and its staff members of behaving 

unconstitutionally. Mr Coolc described this as re-emphasising to him that Miss du 

Claire did not have the insight to recognise the i~lappropriateness of her behaviour or 

the effect it had on those around her. 

[ l  8 l ]  It was Mr Coolt's view that Dr Palmer's proposal to trial Miss du Claire with 

certain specified Crown Law staff was a sensible way forward, and was meant to be 

a step in the process that would allow her to improve her performance and get back 

to a normal worluilg relationship wit11 Crown Law. Mr Cook was supportive of 

Miss du Claire, and his view that Dr Palmer's behaviour was reasonable is 

significant. 

Assessment of the misfeasance allegations - was there malice? 

[l821 Having reviewed this evidence, and having heard from Dr Palmer and 

Miss du Claire, I have concluded that Dr Palmer's actions that are the subject of the 

misfeasance causes of action were in all the circumstances, reasonable and lawful. 

There was no illegality. Miss du Claire had gone far further than simply disagreeing 

with Dr Palmer's advice. Even though that advice was clear, her pre-occupation 

with its wrongness led her to talte actions that were unpredictable and wrong-headed. 

They could have led to embarrassment or even disgrace to Crown Law and the IRD 



if the IRD had been seen to be using privileged documents in deliberate breach of an 

undertaking. It had been both wrong and unprofessional for Miss du Claire to word 

the first draft of the list of documents in the way she did and place discoverable 

documents in the privileged list. It was also wrong for her to have sent the 

disrespectful e-mail to the court concerning the minute, although this fault was not 

so serious as it did not involve the misuse of a court process, but rather a letter 

showing very poor judgment. 

[l 831 It was a perfectly legitimate response on Dr Palmer's pait, when faced with 

such an ui~controllable and unpredictable opponent to Crown Law's views as to what 

should happen in the X v C litigation, to insist that the Crown Law tax and 

commercial team stop worlting with her. In this way Miss du Claire's ability to 

convert her hostility and beliefs into actions that bore potentially serious adverse 

consequences for both Crown law and the IRD would be stopped. 

[l841 Miss du Claire argues that Dr Palmer's proposed work arrangements set out 

in his letter of 25 August 2009 were not genuine or that they were designed to create 

an impossible working situation in order to have her dismissed from the IRD. I do 

not accept that. I do not consider that there was any personal animus held by 

Dr Palmer towards Miss du Claire. There was just genuine concern at her actions. I 

also consider his willingness to find a way to work with Miss du Claire if possible to 

be genuine. 

[l851 Miss du Claire has not shown that Dr Palmer acted in any way illegally. He 

did not act with lmowledge of or recltlessness towards his supposedly illegal acts. 

He showed no malice towards her. The claim of misfeasance has not been made out. 

Other allegations of misconduct/malice by Miss du Claire against Dr Palmer 

[l 861 Miss du Claire in her evidence and submissions made a number of allegations 

about Dr Palmer's conduct. Although many of these were not pleaded, they were 

raised presumably to support her argument that he had acted maliciously towards 

her. I propose dealing with them briefly. 



[l871 Miss du Claire initially alleged that Dr Palmer was involved in obtaining or 

giving the undertaking from the SF0 to Jersey, wllicl~ she regarded as "bad" under 

New Zealand law. This was why, she suggested, he gave his opinion that they not be 

disclosed. This was clearly incorrect. Dr Palmer had no involvement in the giving 

of the undertalting. When this was put to Miss du Claire she stated that she would be 

"very happy" for her allegation of malice against Dr Palmer on this point to be rather 

against "Crown Law". This was an irrational response given that she was malting an 

allegation as to Dr Palmer's personal motivation. 

[l881 Miss du Claire also suggested that Dr Palmer had improper motives for his 

actions in protecting funding for the Crown Law Office and in acting to secure 

control over departments. These allegations were eiltirely without any factual 

foundation. There had been no "plunge" in instructions from the IRD to Crown Law, 

and there was nothing to show that Crown Law's revenues benefited from the IRD's 

legal spend on cases of the Xv C type. The logical connection of the allegations and 

the causes of action was not obvious. The suggestion that Dr Palmer "attaclted" 

Miss du Claire's reputation to inalte new worlt somehow for Crown Law does not 

make sense and I consider it to be entirely unfounded. I discern no sign in the 

evidence that Dr Palmer or Crown Law were trying to exercise control over the IRD 

in any sinister or expansionist way, or create worlt. Dr Palmer and those who 

assisted him were endeavouring to conduct the litigation efficiently and successfully 

for the IRD, while strictly observing their duties to the court and to the Crown. 

[l891 Miss du Claire submitted that Dr Paliner's actions in personally seeing the 

Judge in chambers after her e-mail of 18 May 2009 were unwarranted (she submitted 

that an IRD lawyer should have gone) and in some way a breach of professional 

duty. This is not so. Dr Palmer was the most senior of the team of counsel acting in 

the matter and the gravity of the situation required his intervention, and his 

attendance on the Judge, to assure the Judge that the spirit of his direction would be 

implemented. 

[l901 Miss du Claire toolc the position that Mr Cook's findings in his investigation 

refusing to accept Dr Palmer's complaints were right and should have been accepted 

by Dr Palmer. It is not necessary to analyse MS Cook's findings in detail, altllougll I 



record that they give Miss du Claire a most generous benefit of the doubt, and I have 

set out my coi~clusions on the events in question. I have already stated that 

Dr Palmer3s letter was based on true facts and a genuine expression of opinion. He 

was under no moral or legal obligation to accept Mr Cook's conclusions, which were 

prepared for IRD. 

[l911 At the time of the events at issue, protocols were being finalised between the 

Solicitor-General and the Commissioner that reflected their coinplimentary roles. 

Miss du Claire suggested some connection between the pending protocols and 

Dr Paliner deciding to send the letter. However, the protocols did not radically 

change any of the conventional understandings and there was no evidence at all to 

support Miss du Claire's suggestion. Dr Paliner rejected this in his evidence and I 

accept his evidence. 

Claims against Crown Law Office 

[l921 Although Miss du Claire's focus was on the actions of Dr Palmer, and her 

pleading primarily relates to him, she asserts that the second defendant, the Crown 

Law Office "... is jointly and severally liable for the causes of action ... as 

[Dr Palmer's] master".31 No wrongdoing of the Crown Law Office independent of 

Dr Paliner is particularised. 

[l931 For the avoidance of any doubt I record that I am not satisfied that any of the 

causes of action are made out against the Crown Law Office. Dr Palmer was the 

officer at Crown Law Office and had the charge of the proceedings. He was 

supported in all he did by his staff, but he was in all respects the person responsible. 

Just as he has established defences to the claims, so has Crown Law. 

Loss 

[l941 If the plaintiff had succeeded in any of her causes of action I would have 

acceded to Crown Law's request that there be a separate hearing in relation to 

damages. As it is, the plaintiff has failed and I do not carry out any assessment of the 

31 Amended statement of claim, 30 June 2010 at 11871. 



claim to damages. I do record that while Dr Palmer's letter was part of the sequence 

of events that led to her dismissal, the immediate events that led to this were of her 

own making. She should have been able to resume her work duties in the months 

that followed the 25 August 2009 letter. 

Conclusion 

[l951 None of the causes of action have been established. The defences of honest 

opinion and qualified privilege apply to the three defamation causes of action; and 

there was no illegality or malice in the pleaded acts of misfeasance. The claim inust 

fail. 

Suppression 

[l961 Interim suppression orders have been made in this proceediilg in relation to 

certain documents. At the outset of the trial, those suppression orders were 

continued on the basis that individual challenges to the suppressioil orders were to be 

dealt with as matters arose, or dealt with in closing submissions. 

[l971 I have not received any further submissions froin Miss du Claire on 

suppression issues. This case is unusual in that many documents that are privileged 

or confidential because of public interest immunity, or that contain references to the 

plaintiff's personal health (relevant to damages), are part of the background. It has 

been necessary for the restricted documents to be referred to on occasioils in 

evidence and in submissions to ensure that the case is heard fully and effectively. 

[l981 I am satisfied that the privilege and confidentiality claims by the Crown in 

relation to those documents are proper and should be reflected by permanent 

suppression orders. The interim suppressioil orders are therefore made permanent. 

There are, however, two documents which, after a review, the defendants have 

accepted are not privileged. Accordingly, the documents at tabs 34 and 54 in the 

common bundle are not to be suppressed. 



[S991 There are two references ill the transcript where taxpayer naines were 

inadverte~ltly inelltioned, at page 40 line 15, and at page 285 line 8. I malte 

suppression orders in relation to those two taxpayers' naines. Otherwise there is no 

suppression of the transcript. There is no suppression of this judgment or any 

general suppression order. 

Result 

[200] The plaintiff fails and judgment is entered for the defendants on all causes of 

action. 

Costs 

[201] If the parties wish to make subinissions on costs, the defendants are to file 

their submissions within 14 days and the plaintiff within a further 14 days. 



Annexure 1 

Annex to letter of 13 May 2009 

1. Late in 2008 a joint request for a Crown Law opinion was made by 
Inland Revenue ("IR) and the Serious Fraud Office ("the SFO") in 
relation to the proposed disclosure and use by IR of documents 
obtained from the SF0  in circumstailces that constituted an 
inadvertent breach of an undeitalting given by the SF0 to the Jersey 
authorities. It appeared that other documents that were the subject of 
the undertaking had also been obtained by IR from the Court file in 
relation to the SF0 prosecutioil in R v D and advice was also sought 
in relation to those documents. 

Discussions about Availability of Documents. 

2. Deputy Solicitor-General (Public Law) Matthew Palnier provided a 
first draft of Crown Law's advice 011 13 Janualy 2009. MS du Claire 
and Mr Wallace of IR prepared a inemorandunl dated 22 January in 
response that was provided to Crown Law on 23 February 2009. 

3. Matthew Paliner and Jessica Gosinan of Crown Law met with Deputy 
Commissioner Carolyn Tremain and Acting LMU Manager Ross 
Vicltery on Monday 9 March and provided in tabular format a Crown 
Law response to each point raised in the 22 January memorandum. 
Crown Law advised that nothing in the 22 January memorand~lm 
caused Crown Law to change its view. At that meeting it was agreed 
that IR would provide any fui-ther relevant infornlation as soon as 
possible and that Crown Law would finalise its advice by Monday 16 
March - the date by wl~ ic l~  the inspection affidavit was due to be filed 
in Co~u-t in the [X v C] proceedings. It was agreed that if Crown Law's 
view on whether the documents should be available for inspection did 
not change then that advice would be followed by IR. It was also 
agreed that if, by 16 March, hither consideration of the matters was 
still required then the prudent course would be to claim privilege, and 
therefore withhold, the "Jersey" documents obtained by IR in the 
[R v D] iilspection list - on the basis tl~at inspection could be 
subsequently extended but not subsequently restricted. 

4. On Wednesday 11 March there was elnail correspondence between 
Crown Law and IR regarding the inspection list (attached). In this 
coi~espondence Crow11 Counsel Harry Ebersohn made clear Crown 
Law's expectation that: 

"All docuillellts obtained froin Jersey (whether froin the 
SF0 directly or through the search of the Court file in the 
SF0  crinlilial proceeding) should be listed as privileged on 



the gromlds of public interest iinmunity (perhaps also 
referring to s70 of the Evidence Act)". 

5 .  In response on 11 March Ross Vicltery clarified that a final decision 
on whether the material in issue would be disclosed or not was 
awaiting Crown Law's consideration of further information Inland 
Revenue had sent to Crown Law that day. He also stated that: 

"Lysette has inforlned me that we are in a position to list the 
doculnents presently under discussioll in whichever part of 
the lists is most appropriate; our timeframe for that is of 
course when we finalise the affidavit for signature (we are 
worlting to mid-morning Friday for that)." 

6. On Friday 13 March Matthew Palmer emailed IR (as attached) to 
advise that the finalised version of Crowll Law's opinion would be 
available on Monday 16 March but that: 

"At this stage, however, I can advise that we have not 
changed our view as to how the infosnlation should be 
presented in the discovery lists on Monday 16 March. As 
agreed wit11 you and Carolyn at Monday's meeting, given 
that we are now confi~lning to you that our view has not 
changed on that point, discovery will be managed in 
accorda~lce with our advice." 

The specific context in which IR had wished to use the Jersey 
documents was the tax challenge proceedings that are currently on 
foot (the [X v C] proceeding). As is usual in such proceedings the 
Coinmissioner was required to swear an affidavit of documents in 
which he lists all documents within his power or control that are 
relevant to the proceedings but to claim confidentiality or privilege 
over certain of those documents where that is legally appropriate. 
Claims of privilege or confidentiality are not lightly made, however, 
as they operate to prevent the other parties to the litigation from 
having access to documents that are relevant to their case. 

8. The preparation of the affidavit of docun~ents for the [X v C ]  
proceeding had been completed by MS du Claire, at her insistence. 
The first time the draft affidavit of documents was provided to Crown 
Law as on Monday 16 March, despite earlier queries and despite tlie 
fact that as the solicitors on the record Crown Counsel have duties to 
the Court in relation to documents filed on behalf' of the 
Conmissioner and the Solicitor-General is responsible for the conduct 
of tlie litigation. 

9. At about midday on 16 March 2009, MS du Claire sent the draft 
affidavit of documents to Crown Law, with a request that the Crown 
Counsel concerned provide her with any cormnents on it within half 
an hour. Included in the body of the affidavit was the statement that: 



"In Part 3 of the Schedule, I list docuine~lts that Inland 
Revenue obtained in variously 2003 and 2004 from the 
Serious Fraud Office ["SFO"] whicl~ had been obtained by 
that Ofiice from Her Majesty's Attorney-General for the 
Bailiwick of Jersey in 2000. Copies of these same 
docuinents were obtained fiom the High Coui-t pursuant to 
the consent of the accused and subject to t l ~ e  co~lditioils 
imposed by the Court in Priestley J's judglnent in the matter 
[R v D]. I am advised by the Solicitor-General that I must 
claim confidentiality for those documents, not\vithstanding 
that a set Ilas been previously released under the Official 
Information Act I982 to a taxpayer to whom they related." 

10. It is arguable that that draft stateineilt would have coilstituted a waiver 
of legal professional privilege over Crown Law's advice. However this 
statement also clearly implied that IR did not agree with the advice. 
After some debate MS du Claire agreed to nzodify the statement so that 
it simply recorded that coilfidentiality and privilege was being claimed 
over the Part 3 documents. 

11. Because Crown Counsel Hassy Ebersohn had no immediate access to 
the docunlents that were subject to the undertaltings there was no 
review by him of the lists themselves on l 6  March 2009 and, morc 
particularly, he (and the others who became iilvolved in the issues 
over the wording of the affidavit itself) assumed that Past 3 would (in 
accordance with his e~nail instructions) simply coinprise a list of the 
"Jersey" docunlents (ie the documents that were the subject of the 
undertaliing). The affidavit (with the a~llended wording) was duly 
served and filed in Court that afternoon. 

12. Subsequently, however, it has become apparent that the Pai-t 3 list in 
the affidavit was preceded by the stateineilt that: 

"These doculneilts are listed as co~lfide~ltial on the advice of 
the Solicitor-General." 

13. It is arguable that this stateilient collstitutes a waiver of privilege over 
Crown Law's advice. While Crow11 Law coilsidess such ail asgui~~ent 
could be resisted it could certainly be expected to be made by 
opposing counsel. Fui-thermore, inclusion of this statement is directly 
contrary to the advice given by this Ofice in relation to the coiltents 
of the affidavit itself which Crow11 Law had understood had been 
accepted and acted upon by MS du Claire. 

14. As well, it is now apparent froill a review of the Pai-t 3 list itself that a 
considerable ilunlber of the docuinents listed there could never have 
been subject to the Jersey undertaking and are plainly not conlicle~ltial 
on any basis whatsoever. To take oilly the clearest example, New 
Zealand Companies Office searches (xvhich are public records) have 
been included in the Pai-t 3 list. The claim of confidentiality, which is 
stated to be made 011 the advice of the Solicitor-General, is manifestly 
unfounded. 



The Problem 

15. Crown Counsel responsible for the [X v C ]  matter has souglzt an 
explanatioi~ fromz MS du Claire for her actions. In lzer response, which 
is attached, MS du Claire states that: 

15.1 IR officials were advised by Crow11 Law to list all documents 
disclosed by the SF0 to the IR as privileged, which she did, 
despite her being aware: 

"that a lot of that illforlllatioli was not, and indeed 
could not, have been covered by the undel-talting". 

15.2 Despite repeated requests, IR did not have the advantage of the 
full benefit of Crown Law's opinion when drafting and 
completing the affidavit of documents. 

15.3 Crown Law's opinion went beyond the original questions 
aslted by the SF0 and IRD. 

16. Crown Law does not accept the accuracy of any of these statements. 
In particular: 

16.1 MS du Claire h e w  that Crown Law did not lcnow whicl~ of the 
documents obtained from the High Court file were covered by 
the Jersey undertalting or which documents were obtained by 
SF0 from the Jersey authority; 

16.2 S1ze luzew that the conclusion of the draft Crown Law advice of 
19 January was that the "documents/inforination obtained by 
SF0 from the Jersey authority" are confidential, that disclosure 
is a serious error and that they should not be made available for 
inspection; 

16.3 She lcnew tlzat on Wednesday 11 March Crown Law considered 
that "All documeilts obtained from Jersey (whether from the 
SF0 directly or through the search of the Court file in the SF0 
criminal proceeding)" should be withheld from inspection; 

16.4 She was advised on Friday 13 March that Crown Law's view 
had not changed "as to how the information should be 
presented in the discovery lists on Monday 16 March"; 

16.5 When she provided Crown Law with half an hour to comment 
on the draft affidavit on the day it was due to be filed she was 
advised by, and agreed with, Crown Law not to refer to the 
Solicitor-General's advice in the body of the affidavit; 

16.5 She knew she had included a similar reference in the sclzedule 
to the affidavit but took no steps either to draw that to Crown 
Law's attention and she also lulew that she had listed in Part 3, 
and claimed confidentiality and privilege for, documents tlzat 



that had not been obtained from the Jersey authority and were 
not otherwise confidential at privileged; 

16.6 The affidavit was then sworil on oath by another IR official, 
presuinably on MS du Claire's advice. 

To suggest that Crown Law advised that documents, that were not in 
fact covered by the undertalting, should be listed as confidential 
requires a reading of Crown Law's advice that is simply not tenable, 
Crown Law considers that the only reasonable explanation for what 
has occurred is that MS du Claire has deliberately sought to underinine 
advice wit11 whicl~ she did not agree. In so doing she has caused a 
formal court document. sworn oil behalf of the Commissioner and for 
which Crown Counsel is responsible to the Coui-t, to inaccurately 
record the view of the Solicitor-General in such a way as to cause 
embarrassment to him and to this Office. 


